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Nakladatelství Ediciones Fides právě vydalo Putin: escritos y
discursos [Putin: Spisy a projevy], zajímavý výběr nejdůležitějších
textů ruského prezidenta, datovaný od února 2000 do prosince 2022,
tedy prakticky za celé období vláda vůdce Kremlu. Kniha přináší jako
úvod studii Juana Antónia Aguilara – jednoho z našich nejlepších
odborníků na Rusko a zakladatele Španělského institutu geopolitiky
–, která si zaslouží přečtení, zejména pro autorovu hlubokou znalost
ruské politiky, země, kterou navštívil mnoho časy a se kterými
udržuje intenzivní kontakt. Na těchto stránkách je zobrazen skutečný
Putin – zcela odlišný od obrazu rakovinného,   šíleného a fanatického
muže, který mu západní mainstreamová média rozkošně malují.
Nicméně přímo z toho, co ruský prezident říká a dělá, můžeme
vyvodit nejvýznamnější závěry o jeho osobnosti a jeho politice. V
únoru 2000, krátce po svém nástupu k moci, napsal otevřený dopis
svým voličům, v nichž nastínil, jak bude jednat: „Pokračovat ve
vyhýbání se je mnohem nebezpečnější než přijmout výzvu.“ Dopis
obsahoval poselství, které se během posledních dvou desetiletí
často opakovalo, že pouze silný stát může vysvobodit Rusko z
demontáže, které je vystaveno liberálními experimenty Jelcina a jeho
oligarchů. Proto jeho apel na občany:

Pravděpodobně každý z vás má vlastní představu o tom, co může být kořenem
našich nezdarů a chybných výpočtů. Je však nejvyšší čas, aby se občané Ruska
smířili s tím, co od státu očekávat a jak jej podpořit. Nyní mluvím o našich
národních prioritách. Bez toho budeme zase marně ztrácet čas a o našem osudu
rozhodnou nezodpovědní demagogové.

Obnova ruského státu a obrana jeho zájmů před vnějšími nátlaky je
hlavní orientací Putinovy   politiky. Také kreslí na zem červené čáry
tváří v tvář západnímu vměšování do oblasti vlivu Moskvy:

Rusko již není zkrácenou mapou Sovětského svazu […]. Velká země si váží své
svobody a respektuje svobodu ostatních. Je nerozumné se bát silného Ruska, ale
nepřítel, který nás provokuje, musí vědět, že si zahrává s ohněm.

Ohledně vztahů Ruska se špatně pojmenovanou „Evropskou“ unií je
smutné číst tento text z roku 2006, tak plný ztracených iluzí:
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Rusko je svým duchem i historickými tradicemi součástí „evropské rodiny“.
Neusilujeme o vstup do Evropské unie. Nicméně z dlouhodobého hlediska nevidím
žádné nepříznivé oblasti pro spravedlivé strategické sdružení, sdružení založené
na společných aspiracích a hodnotách.

V té době Putin stále věřil ve vzájemně výhodný souběh zájmů mezi
Ruskem a nesprávně pojmenovanou „Evropskou“ unií. Byl by to pakt
mezi rovnými, který by osvobodil Rusko z podřízeného stavu ve
vztahu k panovačným Anglosasům. Dnes z toho sblížení zbyl jen
popel. A ze snu o integrovaném eurasijském prostoru od souostroví
Azory po Vladivostok se zdá, že byl spálen samotný popel.
Evropa, přeměněná na dvorek Yankeeského impéria, je nyní jen
jméno mrtvoly.
V dalším projevu, tentokrát 30. září 2022, u příležitosti přijetí republik
Luhansk, Doněck, Záporoží a Cherson do Ruské federace, Putin
zdůraznil, že elity ve Spojených státech se nezabývají pouze
sestřelováním Rusku, ale také při „ničení národních států“.
Pokračoval: "To se týká Evropy, ohrožuje to identitu Francie, Itálie,
Španělska, je to útok na další země s dlouhou historickou tradicí."
A stále ve stejné zprávě dodal:

Washington požaduje další a další sankce proti Rusku. Většina poslušných
evropských politiků s touto agresí souhlasí. Jasně vědí, že Spojené státy tím, že
nutí EU nenakupovat energii a jiné zdroje od ruských dodavatelů, způsobují
deindustrializaci Evropy […]. Evropské elity jsou si plně vědomy toho, co se děje,
ale raději slouží nepřiznaným zájmům cizinců. Více než podřízenost je zde přímá
vlastizrádná akce proti jejich národům.

Putinův názor na Západ se v posledních letech radikálně změnil, a to
nejen kvůli úvahám strategické povahy. On uvádí:

S překvapením zaznamenáváme procesy probíhající v zemích, které se po staletí
těšily sebepojetí, které je postavilo do čela pokroku. Evidentně však sociokulturní
otřesy ve Spojených státech a západní Evropě nejsou naší záležitostí, nepleteme
se do nich.

Navzdory varování ruský prezident neopomněl vyjádřit svůj údiv nad
naléháním, s nímž se obyvatelé Západu oddávají šíleným teoriím a
praktikám, z nichž uvádí příklady:
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Agresivní rušení celých stránek jejich vlastní historie, „obrácená diskriminace“
většiny ve prospěch menšin, opuštění tradičního chápání rodiny a předstírané
zrušení zcela zjevných rozdílů mezi tátou a mámou.
Putin ze své vlastní historické perspektivy spojuje toto sociální inženýrství
evropského liberalismu se zkušeností z ruské minulosti. K této otázce říká
následující:
To vše se už v Rusku stalo, už jsme si tím prošli. Po revoluci v roce 1917 také
bolševici, opírající se o dogmata Marxe a Engelse, oznámili, že změní veškerý
život, nejen politické a ekonomické aspekty, ale dokonce i ideu lidské morálky,
základy existence zdravé společnost. Destrukce sekulárních hodnot dosáhla víry,
vztahů mezi lidmi, vyvrcholila úplným odmítnutím rodiny – to vyvolalo a
podněcovalo ideologické udání mezi blízkými v jádru takto rozpadlých rodin – a to
vše bylo prohlášeno za krok k pokroku a […] měl velkou podporu po celém světě,
bylo to módní. V dnešní době se tato móda vrací. Kromě toho samozřejmě

Při čtení těchto stránek, na kterých vyjadřuje svůj obdiv k
Alexandrovi II. a Alexandru III. [1], [generálovi Antonu Ivanoviči]
Děnikinovi [2], jakož i [generálovi Alexeji Alexejjevičovi] Brusílovovi ,
[3] pochybuji, že se někdo cítí nic jiného než pohrdání lživým
příběhem, který mluví o komunistickém Putinovi. Tuto lež lze odhalit
následující pasáží z Poselství z 21. února 2022, kterou skuteční
komunisté hodně kritizují:

Leninské státotvorné principy se z hlediska historického osudu Ruska a jeho
národů ukázaly být něčím víc než jen omylem, bylo to něco horšího. Po rozpadu
SSSR v roce 1991 se to stalo velmi evidentním.

A materiálu pro studium krizí na Ukrajině a v Sýrii je samozřejmě ve
sbírce více než dost. Při čtení Putinových projevů a článků si čtenář
uvědomí, že snahy o vyjednané řešení s Ukrajinou byly opuštěny
teprve krátce před zahájením speciální vojenské operace.
Putin ve svém projevu k 1160. výročí ruské státnosti velmi jasně
vyjádřil svou představu o Rusku a politice, která je k tomu potřebná.
Řekl následující:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_II_of_Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_III_of_Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anton_Denikin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aleksei_Brusilov
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Po více než tisíc let historie učila Rusko, že uvolnění své suverenity nebo vzdání se
svých zájmů, byť jen na krátkou dobu, představuje pro ně smrtelné nebezpečí.
Když se tak stalo, byť jen krátce, existence Ruska byla ohrožena.
Nikdo nečeká, že budeme opakovat tyto chyby [z devadesátých let].
Nepodlehneme žádnému vydírání, neustoupíme žádnému zastrašování, nebudeme
se neloajální a neztratíme svou suverenitu. Naopak jejím posílením budeme naši
zemi rozvíjet.
Suverenita je zárukou svobody pro všechny. Podle našich tradic nebude nikdo
svobodný, pokud jeho lid, jeho vlast, nebude-li svobodné Rusko.

Poté, co si Putin osvojil lekce, které dějiny Rusko naučily, je znovu
uvedl do praxe 22. února 2022. Ruský vůdce dosvědčuje, že se
snaží žít tak, jak si myslí. Putin nezradil slova a myšlenky svých
spisů a projevů.

Z výše odkazované stránky Wikipedie o Alexandru III.
1. Alexander byl nepřátelský k Židům; jeho vláda byla svědkem

prudkého zhoršení ekonomické, sociální a politické situace Židů.
Jeho politiku horlivě uplatňovali carští úředníci v „májových
zákonech“ z roku 1882. Tyto zákony podporovaly otevřené
protižidovské nálady a desítky pogromů v celé západní části
impéria. V důsledku toho mnoho Židů emigrovalo do západní
Evropy a Spojených států.Zakázali Židům obývat venkovské
oblasti a štětly (dokonce i uvnitř Pale of Settlement) a omezili
povolání, ve kterých se mohli zapojit.

2. Z výše uvedené stránky Wikipedie o Denikinovi:

Antisemitismus a anti-zednářství
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Bílý ruský protibolševický propagandistický plakát, c. 1919. Starší
bolševici ( Sverdlov , Zinovjev , Lenin , Trockij , Kameněv a Radek )
obětují alegorickou postavu představující Rusko soše Karla Marxe
Během ruské občanské války bylo při pogromech zabito odhadem
50 000 Židů. Ukrajinské síly, nominálně pod kontrolou Symona
Petljury, spáchaly přibližně 40 procent zaznamenaných pogromů,
ačkoli Petljura nikdy nenařídil svým silám, aby se zapojily do takové
činnosti, a nakonec vyzval své jednotky, aby se zdržely násilí. Bílá
armáda je spojována se 17 procenty útoků a byla obecně
zodpovědná za nejaktivnější propagandistickou kampaň proti Židům,
které otevřeně spojovali s komunismem. Rudá armáda je
obviňována z 9 procent pogromů.
Na územích, která okupovala, prováděla Děnikinova armáda
masové popravy a plenění, což bylo později známé jako Bílý teror.
Ve městě Maykop v Čerkesku během září 1918 bylo silami generála
Pokrovského zmasakrováno více než 4000 lidí.  Jen v malém
městečku Fastov zavraždila Děnikinova dobrovolnická armáda přes
1500 Židů, většinou starých lidí, žen a dětí.

[

https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/pic2-1.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yakov_Sverdlov
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grigory_Zinoviev
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lenin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leon_Trotsky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lev_Kamenev
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karl_Radek
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karl_Marx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anton_Denikin#cite_note-11
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Tisk děnikinského režimu pravidelně podněcoval násilí proti
komunistickým Židům a Židům považovaným za komunisty v
kontextu zrady spáchané rudými agenty. Například prohlášení
jednoho z Děnikinových generálů podněcovalo lidi, aby se „ozbrojili“,
aby vyhubili „zlou sílu, která žije v srdcích židovských komunistů“.
Děnikin, nábožensky založený a věrný ruské pravoslavné církvi,
nekritizoval pogromy proti židovskému obyvatelstvu až do konce
roku 1919. Děnikin věřil, že většina lidí má důvody nenávidět Židy, a
přál si vyhnout se problému, který rozděloval jeho důstojníky. Mnoho
z nich, silně antisemitských, dovolilo pod jejich dohledem pogromy,
které se změnily v metodu teroru proti židovskému obyvatelstvu a
sloužily k získání přízně ukrajinského lidu po většinu roku 1919.
Západní sponzoři byli zděšeni rozšířeným antisemitismem v
důstojnických řadách bílých, zvláště když se bolševici snažili
oficiálně zakázat antisemitské činy. Winston Churchill osobně
varoval generála Děnikina, že:

Můj úkol získat podporu v parlamentu pro ruskou nacionalistickou věc bude
nekonečně těžší, pokud budou i nadále přijímány dobře ověřené stížnosti od Židů v
zóně dobrovolnických armád. 

John Ernest Hodgson, britský válečný korespondent s Děnikinovými
silami, řekl o antisemitismu Děnikina a jeho důstojníků následující:

[13]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anton_Denikin#cite_note-13
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Nebyl jsem s Děnikinem více než měsíc, než jsem byl nucen dojít k závěru, že Žid
představuje velmi velký prvek v ruském pozdvižení. Důstojníci a muži armády svalili
prakticky veškerou vinu za problémy své země na Hebrejce. Domnívali se, že celé
kataklyzma bylo sestrojeno nějakým velkým a tajemným tajným společenstvím
mezinárodních Židů, kteří za žold a na příkaz Německa využili psychologického
momentu a popadli otěže vlády. Zdálo se, že všechna čísla a fakta, která byla tehdy
k dispozici, dodávaly tomuto tvrzení barvu. Bylo známo, že nejméně 82 procent
bolševických komisařů byli Židé, divoký a nesmiřitelný „Trockij“, který sdílel úřad s
Leninem, byl jidišer, jehož skutečné jméno bylo Bronstein. Mezi Děnikinovými
důstojníky byla tato myšlenka posedlostí tak hroznou hořkostí a naléháním, že je
přivedla k prohlášením nejdivočejšího a nejfantastičtějšího charakteru. Mnozí z nich
se přesvědčili, že svobodné zednářství je ve spojenectví s Židy nedílnou součástí
bolševické mašinérie a že to, co nazývali ďábelskými plány na pád Ruska, bylo
vymyšleno v petrohradské a moskevské zednářské lóži. Když jsem jim řekl, že já a
většina mých nejlepších přátel jsme svobodní zednáři a že Anglie za mnohé dluží
svým věrným Židům, zírali na mě úkosem a smutně kroutili hlavami ve strachu, že
Anglie důvěřuje vyvolené rase. Jeden se mě dokonce tiše zeptal, jestli jsem já
osobně Žid. Když se Amerika rozhodně postavila proti jakémukoli vměšování do
Ruska,

3. Tyto údaje mají pravděpodobně ukázat Putinův obdiv k postavám
ruské minulosti navzdory jejich protichůdným politickým názorům –
Alexander II. liberální reformista, Alexandr III. konzervativec;
Děnikin, zcela proti bolševismu a Brusilovovi, který spolupracoval s
bolševiky při založení Rudé armády.
(Opětovně publikováno z The Occidental Observer se svolením
autora nebo zástupce)
Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců
 
• Kategorie: Zahraniční politika , Historie • Štítky:
bolševické Rusko , Politická korektnost , Rusko ,
Vladimir Putin 
Skrýt 157 komentářů Zanechat komentář
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1. John Johnsonříká:
16. května 2023 v 16:30 GMT • před 1,7 dnem • 100 slov ↑   
Není komunista, ale stále podporoval SSSR jako mocenskou
strukturu proti Západu.

Věděl tedy, že komunismus byl ekonomickým selháním, ale
stále bědoval nad rozpadem SSSR.

https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2014/mar/06/john-
bolton/did-vladimir-putin-call-breakup-ussr-greatest-geop/

I don’t think anyone actually believes he is a Communist when
he built a 1.3 billion dollar mansion with a strip club and a
casino.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jan/21/russian-
activists-publish-leaked-photos-of-putin-linked-palace

He is just a power hungry dwarf that would happily rule over any
empire. He doesn’t care if it is Communist or capitalist.

• Agree: meamjojo
• LOL: RadicalCenter, JPS
• Troll: Notsofast, profnasty
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=John+Johnson
https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2014/mar/06/john-bolton/did-vladimir-putin-call-breakup-ussr-greatest-geop/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jan/21/russian-activists-publish-leaked-photos-of-putin-linked-palace
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=meamjojo
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=RadicalCenter
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=JPS
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Notsofast
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=profnasty
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2. Emil Nikola Richard says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:40 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Washington demands more and more sanctions against Russia. Most
obedient European politicians agree with this aggression. They clearly know
that the United States, by forcing the EU not to buy energy and other
resources from Russian suppliers, causes the deindustrialization of Europe
[…]. The European elites are fully aware of what is going on, but they prefer to
serve the unacknowledged interests of foreigners. More than subservience,
there is direct treasonous action against their peoples.

Succinct, accurate, and not Alzheimer’s-disease-mumble-
jumble.

Compare and be sad. : (

• Agree: Notsofast
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

3. Notsofast says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:10 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
thank you for this interesting and well written essay. to me putin
is the foremost statesmen and world leader of the socalled 21st
century. his incredibly well crafted speeches are amazing to
read, even in an english translation, so i can only imagine how
they sound in his native tongue.

 frankly i get quite angry after reading them, not at anything he
has said but rather because we are not allowed to have a leader
that isn’t a complete shill and buffoon, barely able to read a
teleprompter, while reading stage cues as spoken lines.

• Agree: MarkU, Irish Savant, Joe Levantine, profnasty, Brad
Anbro, Rurik
• Thanks: GMC, 36 ulster
• LOL: meamjojo, Wizard of Oz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Emil+Nikola+Richard
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Notsofast
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Notsofast
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=MarkU
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Irish+Savant
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Joe+Levantine
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=profnasty
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Brad+Anbro
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rurik
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=GMC
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=36+ulster
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=meamjojo
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Wizard+of+Oz
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4. Levtraro says:
Thanks. Short and informative. Most interesting is that Putin
draws influences from a wide spectrum of Russian historical
figures, not including the Bolsheviks or other fanatics. The
references to Denikin are most remarkable.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

5. Haxo Angmark says:
May 16, 2023 at 8:14 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Babyface Tsar, like Trump,

most always says one thing

and does another; he”s trying 2B a Russian Nationalist

and a Jew-loving Zionist tool both at once, but it’s not working
well.

witness his Ukraine War debacle.

So it’s no accident that

Trumpchumps and Putinistas

are basically the same gang of idiots.

• Agree: meamjojo
• LOL: 36 ulster
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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6. May 17, 2023 at 3:26 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Notsofast
Very well said. Putin will not let the filth (that now runs rampant
in America) destroy Russia.

Once the central banks have completely implemented their
planned AI-controlled digital monetary and financial system, we
Americans will all be held hostage in their empire, sentenced to
their unipolar prison, confined in their digital gulag.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/moving-toward-global-empire-
humanity-sentenced-unipolar-prison-digital-gulag/5818824

Legislators in California are considering a bill that would allow
state officials to separate children from their families without
letting the parents know until after the fact.

Government authorities could do this for children who struggle
with gender identity problems but whose parents are not being “
affirming ” of their new identification as the opposite sex, or as
nonbinary, gender fluid, pansexual, or one of the other made-up
genders or sexual orientations.

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/restoring-
america/community-family/california-considers-separating-
children-from-their-un-woke-parents?
fbclid=IwAR3japDt80BLYGMwJ_aT1U1I8A_6y1u3bhgV-
9vbsqobK1yfQJwzLnuOZhg

America is looking like that crazy person on the street, punching
himself in the head. How else do you explain this epic act of
national self-destruction?

https://dailyreckoning.com/we-have-met-the-enemy/

This week, Sen. Cory Booker (D-NJ) and Rep. Pramila Jayapal
(D-WA) introduced legislation to allow unrestricted immigration
to any person claiming to be LBGTQ. Co-sponsors of the bill

https://www.globalresearch.ca/moving-toward-global-empire-humanity-sentenced-unipolar-prison-digital-gulag/5818824
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/restoring-america/community-family/california-considers-separating-children-from-their-un-woke-parents?fbclid=IwAR3japDt80BLYGMwJ_aT1U1I8A_6y1u3bhgV-9vbsqobK1yfQJwzLnuOZhg
https://dailyreckoning.com/we-have-met-the-enemy/
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include Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders. How is any of this
a re-election strategy?

It’s not. If these matters are not adjudicated, it will be a civil war
strategy.

• Agree: JR Foley
• Thanks: Colin Wright, Notsofast, Irish Savant
• Replies: @Realist, @Marcali
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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7. May 17, 2023 at 3:35 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
How Jewish Is the War Against Russia?

https://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/how-jewish-is-the-war-against-
russia/

The Jewish peace group Tikkun has recently published a
devastating article by Jeffrey Sachs on the Jews who have been
agitating for war. It is entitled “Ukraine Is the Latest Neocon
Disaster” and describes how “The war in Ukraine is the
culmination of a 30-year project of the American
neoconservative movement. The Biden Administration is packed
with the same neocons who championed the US wars of choice
in Serbia (1999), Afghanistan (2001), Iraq (2003), Syria (2011),
Libya (2011), and who did so much to provoke Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine. The neocon track record is one of unmitigated
disaster, yet Biden has staffed his team with neocons. As a
result, Biden is steering Ukraine, the US, and the European
Union towards yet another geopolitical debacle…”

Tikkun explains how “The neocon movement emerged in the
1970s around a group of public intellectuals, several of whom
were influenced by University of Chicago political scientist Leo
Strauss and Yale University classicist Donald Kagan. Neocon
leaders included Norman Podhoretz, Irving Kristol, Paul
Wolfowitz, Robert Kagan (son of Donald), Frederick Kagan (son
of Donald), Victoria Nuland (wife of Robert), Elliott Abrams, and
Kimberley Allen Kagan (wife of Frederick).” It might be added
that Kimberley Kagan heads the Institute for the Study of War,
which is often cited in media coverage and even in Congress to
explain why we must fight Russia.

https://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/how-jewish-is-the-war-against-russia/
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8. May 17, 2023 at 3:36 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Sergey Glazyev: Transition to the new world economic order will
likely be accompanied by a systematic refusal to honor
obligations in dollars, euro, pound, and yen.

In this respect, it will be no different from the example set by the
countries issuing these currencies who thought it appropriate to
steal foreign exchange reserves of Iraq, Iran, Venezuela,
Afghanistan, and Russia to the tune of trillions of dollars.

Since the US, Britain, EU, and Japan refused to honor their
obligations and confiscated the wealth of other nations which
was held in their currencies, why should other countries be
obliged to pay them back and to service their loans?

Over a decade ago, my colleagues at the Astana Economic
Forum and I proposed to transition to a new global economic
system based on a new synthetic trading currency based on an
index of currencies of participating countries. Later, we proposed
to expand the underlying currency basket by adding around
twenty exchange-traded commodities. A monetary unit based on
such an expanded basket was mathematically modeled and
demonstrated a high degree of resilience and stability.

https://thecradle.co/Article/Interviews/9135

The new world economic order is concluding with an imminent
disintegration of the U.S Federal Reserve fiat currency. And with
it comes the literal destruction of the Zionist-controlled global
Cabal.

• Agree: Kratoklastes
• Thanks: MarkU, Kali
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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9. 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/MOkl2XgZlw0

• Thanks: Tyrone Shooze
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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10. Zachary Smith says:
May 17, 2023 at 4:45 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
For a very long time my view of Putin was that he was just
another foreign leader. Somebody I didn’t give much of my
attention. His 2013 editorial in the New York Times was the first
thing which caused me to really change that attitude. Especially
how the editorial ended.

A Plea for Caution From Russia
 https://genius.com/Vladimir-putin-nytimes-op-ed-a-plea-for-

caution-from-russia-annotated

My working and personal relationship with President Obama is marked by
growing trust. I appreciate this. I carefully studied his address to the nation on
Tuesday. And I would rather disagree with a case he made on American
exceptionalism, stating that the United States’ policy is “what makes America
different. It’s what makes us exceptional.” It is extremely dangerous to
encourage people to see themselves as exceptional, whatever the motivation.
There are big countries and small countries, rich and poor, those with long
democratic traditions and those still finding their way to democracy. Their
policies differ, too. We are all different, but when we ask for the Lord’s
blessings, we must not forget that God created us equal.

By the bye, the site’s Racist Authors ought to give some thought
to the notion that having a White Skin doesn’t make a human
being any kind of “Exceptional” either.

Anyhow, if the neocon nuts don’t put an end to human history, I
expect Putin will have a legacy of saving Russia and some other
places from total destruction. That’s not a small thing.

(my link stinks, but it was the first one I found)

• Agree: Son of a Jedi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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11. MarkU says:
May 17, 2023 at 4:56 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson

Russian activists publish leaked photos of Putin-linked palace

A little translation is in order.

“Russian activists” have photos of a “palace” that is described as
“Putin linked”.

Translates to…

“Putin has been known to associate with some Russian guy who
owns a very big house, according to some of his political
enemies”

Meh.

• Agree: true.enough, Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
12. Dumbo says:

May 17, 2023 at 5:03 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Interesting, but, as we have learned, one thing are words and
another thing are actions. Anyone can give good speeches.
Georgia Meloni had nice (ghostwritten) speeches too, quoting
Chesterton and all, but did the dumb bitch do anything against
illegal immigration? Not really, it even tripled. But she made sure
to hug and blow Zelensky. She says she wants to “protect the
family” and she’s not even married, living in concubinage, and
last time I’ve heard Italy still has “gay marriage” and “gay
adoption” too.

True, Putin is leagues better than Meloni and all current Western
politicians, but that’s a very low bar.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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13. MarkU says:
@john alexander
Unless of course the banksters have a tantrum and blow up the
world in order to save it from the terrifying spectre of someone
else being in charge.

• Agree: john alexander
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
14. eah says:

May 17, 2023 at 5:35 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
>Putin in His Own Words

There’s a Twitter account featuring subtitled speeches, remarks,
interviews etc with Putin:

Twitter/Putin Direct

The anti-Russia and anti-Putin propaganda in the West today
seems to me cruder and more irrational than anything I
remember seeing about the Soviet Union during the Cold War —
unfortunately, this is all most people in the West hear — and
now many countries in ‘free and democratic’ Europe entirely
block alternative news sources, e.g. RT:

• Agree: Carlton Meyer
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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15. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 17, 2023 at 6:21 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@john alexander

The Jewish peace group Tikkun has recently published a devastating article
by Jeffrey Sachs on the Jews who have been agitating for war. It is entitled
“Ukraine Is the Latest Neocon Disaster” and describes how “The war in
Ukraine is the culmination of a 30-year project of the American
neoconservative movement.

Certainly true some older money Jews (or at least Jews whose
families have deep roots) in the United States have never been
Zionists from the start. I think more American Jews are waking
up to the fact Israel does not give a shit about them and would
not hesitate to incite anti-Semitism in the United States in an
effort to get more Jews to populate Israel.

• Replies: @Colin Wright
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
16. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

@John Johnson

He is just a power hungry dwarf

Zelensky, Sullivan, Blinken, and Nuland are so very different
from this assessment.

What is Putin’s actual height anyway?
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17. Passing by says:
May 17, 2023 at 6:48 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson
Following your logic, given the history of evil actions by the USA,
I surmise that you’d support the dismantlement of your country
the way the USSR was dismantled and that it definitely be a
geopolitical catastrophe if it happened. Ah, but I forgot that logic
and consistency weren’t your strong points.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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18. Levtraro says:
May 17, 2023 at 7:23 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@john alexander

[Quoting Glaziev] Over a decade ago, my colleagues at the Astana Economic
Forum and I proposed to transition to a new global economic system based
on a new synthetic trading currency based on an index of currencies of
participating countries.

A composite currency is one stable solution, a centralized
solution that will be managed by State actors.

An alternative, free market solution is to trade in existing local
currencies and let the free market of trade/reserve currencies
develop as it will according to the export capacity of nations.

What happens now is that there is an oligopoly of trade/reserve
currencies that does not reflect the trading importance of each
nation. For instance, the currency of the most productive and
largest surplus nation covers just a tiny fraction of the pool of
reserve currencies and international trade settlements while the
currency of the most indebted and largest deficit nation accounts
for more than half (though declining) of reserve/trade
settlements. This is not a stable arrangement, as attested by the
continued and accelerating decline of the oligopolistic
predominant currency since 2000.

A free market of reserve/trade currencies works by using the
currency of each buyer to pay for the buyer products. So if you
need to buy copper or salmon from Chile, you need to have
some Chilean pesos to pay the Chilean buyer. If you travel to
Paris in August for a vacation (crazy thing to do but lots do it)
you need to have euros. If you need to buy oil or gas from
Russia you need rubles. If you need to buy cellphones from
Indian makers you need to get rupees. If you want to buy a few
F-16 you need to have US dollars. And of course if you need
any kind of finished product from China you need to have yuan.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Levtraro
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So a free market of currencies will make the world demand local
currencies according to the export capacity of each nation,
ceteris paribus (another factor is whether the currency is fiat or
backed by commodity, which strongly influences the value of the
currency as reserve).

If nothing is done this is what will happen eventually, because it
is the natural solution.

19. JR Foley says:
@John Johnson
You should write a book and update Aesop.

• Thanks: RadicalCenter
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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20. JR Foley says:
May 17, 2023 at 7:36 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Haxo Angmark
Russia could have “Wiped the table” of the Nazis in one fell
swoop but didn’t. Time is on Russia’s side and Putin is hoping
Ukrainians wake the hell up and realize the people’s enemy
resides solely in Kiev and Jumps and Barks when DC dictates
terms.

Russia realizes historically Ukraine was part of Russia and hope
the Ukrainians realize their mistake.

 Russia simply sits –Ukraine attacks –Ukraine loses men and
material.

 ,
 Kiev does not give a Rat’s Anus about the real situation–it is
busy washing money in Kiev.

USA was in Afghanistan 20 years and No Victory –SORRY –
USA was there to rebuild Afghanistan and later reverted to
shooting children and unarmed women.

Therefore Russia can sit for another 18 years —18 years and
slowly the Nazi wave will dry up.

Come and get it you Nazi dimwits –

• Troll: Brosi
• Replies: @Kratoklastes
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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21. Levtraro says:
May 17, 2023 at 7:37 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Notsofast

frankly i get quite angry after reading them, not at anything he has said but
rather because we are not allowed to have a leader that isn’t a complete shill
and buffoon, barely able to read a teleprompter, while reading stage cues as
spoken lines.

New elites are like new cars, old elites are like old cars.

Russia renew herself after communism decayed and the 90s
disorder, so shiny new well-performing elites took over.

The West is suffering fron decaying elites because it hasn’t gone
through any kind of renewal since the end of WWII.

• Agree: Notsofast
• Replies: @Kermit
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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22. man says:
May 17, 2023 at 7:40 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Let’s not be naive, this is a sponsored article. I have found an
interesting part, John Ernest Hodgson, a British war
correspondent with Denikin’s forces was a Freemason, most of
my best friends were Freemasons, he states. So we know who
was he working for.English Jewish bankers sent his people to
observe if their money is well spent, and that’s how it always
goes. Bolsheviks were ok, but Denikin’s army was bad and
antisemitic. Those who dig deep know how bolsheviks murdered
many millions of Russians, the rest was sent to Gulags for slow
death and work.

 This time someone from Brasil is doing big favor for his
worshipful master.

• Thanks: GMC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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23. meamjojo says:
May 17, 2023 at 8:09 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Here’s some truth of what Putin has done to his country:
——

 Putin’s Military Nightmare Has Come True
 Peter Suciu

 10 May 2023

Putin Has Ensures His Neighbors Are Arming Up Thanks to His
Ukraine War: Russian President Vladimir Putin has famously
described the dissolution of the Soviet Union as one of the great
tragedies of the 20th century, and he has essentially sought to
become a modern-day Tsar Peter the Great or Empress
Catherine the Great – no doubt hoping history would remember
him as Vladimir the Great.

Of course, given how the war is going, that’s not going to
happen – not to mention the fact, there already was a Vladimir
the Great, who happened to be from Kiev.

In fact, instead of rebuilding the Russian Empire, Putin has
successfully set his nation on a course to ruin. More importantly,
he’s convinced his neighbors of the need to rearm and ensure
that they don’t fall under his sphere of influence.

 …
 https://www.19fortyfive.com/2023/05/putins-military-nightmare-

has-come-true/

• Thanks: Wizard of Oz
• Replies: @Rich, @Zarathustra
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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24. François says:
May 17, 2023 at 8:12 am GMT • 24.0 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
Putin defimitely admires the Soviet Union. Why else would he
celebrate the Communist victory over in Germany in the Second
World War every year? He’s motivated by that against Ukraine
whose supposed to be National Socialist regime according to
himself.

Remember, he’s good friends with the chief Rabbi of Russia
Berel Lazar(Chabad-Lubavitch) too.

As someone had mentioned like Giorgia Meloni, they’re both not
“right-wing” nationalists to say the least. They’ve caved into
Jewish power.

The war in Russia is Jewish, but also on the Ukrainian front.
Both sides are instigated and funded by Zionists.

• Disagree: Protogonus
• Replies: @Robert Lindsay
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
25. Nick Kollerstrom says:

@John Johnson
John Johnson – listen you dirty liar, that story of Vlad building a
casino was just a US fiction which featured in the film Navalny
put out. Sure, so you believe the Guardian?

• Replies: @Verymuchalive
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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26. Сергей Гончаров says:
May 17, 2023 at 9:39 am GMT • 22.5 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
Westerners are trying with magnifying glass to find greatness
and genius in Putin where there is no. Absolutely average
personage completely made by propaganda and who got up
there not because of his superior political skills but because he
suited and possibly still suits majority of Russia “elites”. What’s
not to like? They can steal under him and fail to fulfill his direct
president orders without any personal consequences. One of the
most hated men in Russia Chubais was allowed to go with all ill
gained capitals. Every single technocrat who failed at his duties
is being moved to yet another well paying job, those who steal d
not get anything when try to talk something against regime and
you get jailed for 25 years like Kara-Murza, not that I like him ,
but 25 years for this and thousand stealing like there is no
tomorrow and fail and they are free, get promotion or get
minuscule jail time. Or his latest failure to get financial help form
oligarchs whom he made fantastically wealthy and who spat in
his face when asked to pay.

• Replies: @GMC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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27. anonymous[719] • Disclaimer says:
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

28. SafeNow says:
@QCIC
Regarding Putin’s rhythmic gymnast. Ian Fleming, the author
who created the James Bond women, was sometimes asked
what makes for a great woman. He replied that while there are
other things…she must be flexible.

• Replies: @QCIC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
29. Ahoy says:

May 17, 2023 at 10:34 am GMT • 21.6 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Logic and consistency are truly absent from the land of
Holywood. In addition they have no idea of other people’s
culture. All Americans believe that there is one culture, the one
of Elvis P. and of the rapers and trapers.

In case of Russian culture they know nothing. Here is an
example. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=UOb2t8bCAX0&list=RDMM

The singer, Lesenko, has been honored by Putin himself.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

30. Jeffrey A Freeman says:
Putin is the only President the world has left.

• Agree: Protogonus
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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31. Wielgus says:
Yes, he isn’t. Shortly after the SMO started, he went out of his
way to deny that he planned to restore the USSR.

 That the contrary is maintained is just a testimony to the
Gleichschaltung of the Western media.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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32. Rahan says:
May 17, 2023 at 11:22 am GMT • 20.8 hours ago • 600
Words   ↑
@John Johnson

So he knew that Communism was an economic failure but still lamented the
collapse of the USSR.

When Trump yelled into the phone “find the votes” did he mean
“invent fake votes for me” or did he mean “find the votes the
enemy has hidden away”?

Interpretation depends on personal bias.

Putin has not to my knowledge ever “lamented” the collapse of
the USSR in the sense of “it was great but enemies destroyed it
and we need to bring it back”.

What he has said, has always been along the lines of “it was a
catastrophic geopolitical upheaval that changed the world in the
blink of an eye and left hundreds of millions of citizens suddenly
devoid of savings, careers, basic understanding of the world,
and many of them suddenly waking up trapped in new countries,
which did not exist until yesterday. Also wars and upheavals and
crime explosions and basic institutions not functioning anymore.”

The latter description of events is 100% objective but only
means “gee the USSR was great let’s bring it back” if one wants
it to mean this. It describes a period of collective personal and
national trauma for over 300 million people, many of whom
quickly adapted and transcended it, but many others of whom
never really got over it.

Before the 2022 war (after which every party shifted to wartime
unity), the communist faction and the nationalist faction within
Russia’s Congress were critical of Putin precisely along those
lines: the commies accusing Putin he doesn’t want the USSR
back, and the nationalists accusing Putin he doesn’t want the

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rahan
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tsarist empire back.
The Social Democrats have been critical of not enough
patriotism in schools and the media and not enough raises for
teachers and pensioners. They sure got the former now, but
likely not the latter.

 “Systemic opposition” links:
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communist_Party_of_the_Russian_

Federation
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberal_Democratic_Party_of_Russi

a
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Just_Russia_%E2%80%94_For_

Truth
 

From a 2015 interview.
 https://www.hindustantimes.com/world/we-don-t-want-the-ussr-

back-but-no-one-believes-us-putin/story-
yanY6884pjtJTC9kEyLkTN.html
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Russia is not trying to bring back the USSR, President Vladimir Putin said in a
documentary aired Sunday, but the problem is that “nobody wants to believe
it”.

Since the beginning of the Ukraine crisis, which saw pro-Russian leader Viktor
Yanukovych ousted by pro-European demonstrators, Moscow has accused
the West of using “the politics of containment” in a Cold War throwback.

“With Ukraine and other areas of the former USSR, I’m sure our Western
partners aren’t working in the interests of Ukraine, they are working to prevent
the recreation of the USSR,” he said in “World Order”, a documentary
broadcast on the public Rossiya 1 channel.

“But nobody wants to believe us, nobody wants to believe that we’re not trying
to bring the Soviet Union back,” he said.

The president also used the documentary to take a familiar swipe at Western
intervention in North Africa and the Middle East.

“You can’t just impose your version of democracy, of good and evil, onto
people of other cultures, with other religions and traditions in this mechanic,
automatic way,” he said.

“Apparently (the West) think they’re infallible, but when the moment comes to
take some responsibility, they disappear.”

• Thanks: Wizard of Oz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
33. Wizard of Oz says:

This article is a waste of time and space if it is intended to give a
balanced and comprehensive understanding of Putin with
respect to matters relevant to his war on Ukraine. Where, for
example, are his idiosyncratic views on Ukrainian history and
people?

• Replies: @Dumbo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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34. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 17, 2023 at 12:05 pm GMT • 20.1 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Rahan

Russia is not trying to bring back the USSR, President Vladimir Putin said in a
documentary aired Sunday, but the problem is that “nobody wants to believe
it”.

I don’t believe it, either.

Next: “we didn’t want the USSR back, but we were forced into
reconstituting it by our adversaries and with a heavy heart we
humbly accept this responsibility that fate has bestowed on us.”

Just like Russia couldn’t figure out some other song to use as
their national anthem.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/kCTrNb4uC-Y

• Replies: @Rahan
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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35. Dumbo says:
May 17, 2023 at 12:07 pm GMT • 20.1 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Truth is, most people instinctively dislike “democracy” wimps,
like Macron, Scholz, and other faggot scum. For good or for bad,
they love Stalin, Hitler, Mussolini, Mao. And for the same reason,
they love Putin because they see him ore as a strong man. If he
is or isn’t, I don’t know, it doesn’t matter, but that’s what people
like. Someone who looks like a real leader. Not the clowns in
Clown World. Not a coke-snorting screeching faggot.

On the other hand, most people are also very stupid, they
celebrate abortion and transgenders and “democracy” because
it’s “cool” and tattoo themselves in the butt if the TV tells them
so.

So, it’s complicated. But so far, democracy/Clown World wins.

• Agree: Zarathustra
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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36. Megoy says:
May 17, 2023 at 12:09 pm GMT • 20.0 hours ago • 300
Words   ↑
It has nothing to do with Putin being a communist. The Jews
have wanted to destroy white gentiles for millennia. The Jews
started dividing and conquering the white world with their
communist Bolshevik revolution. Jewish communism won WW2
as Hitler wanted to defeat the communist Jews. When Michael
Flynn asked “why do we have an East/West divide in the world
when we could have a North/South divide (whites United and
looking out for whites)?” And look what the Jews did to Flynn for
openly expressing a truth that would destroy them! Trump and
Putin were the white world’s chance to unite and destroy the
Jews once and for all! The slithering Jews with their money and
media control assassinated that chance. If the white world
United the US and Europe could ditch the Middle East and the
JEWS and get all of our oil from Russia.

Time to act on that plan. Unite the white world and crush these
Jews before they completely destroy us! Enough of this Jewish
war against us by Jewish rules. Declare war on the Jews and
then slaughter them! Soros, Greenblatt, the MEGA group,
AIPAC, ADL, AJC and all of the over 3,000 Jewish “interests”
groups should be rounded up and removed from ALL white
countries and dropped in Israel with guards put on the outside of
their wall to keep them their. Like Benjamin Franklin said, JeWS
are vampires and cannot live with only Jews.

Time is running out. Unite and fight or die a slow death by
demographic genocide. #whitesunite

• Replies: @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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37. Realist says:
May 17, 2023 at 12:40 pm GMT • 19.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@john alexander

America is looking like that crazy person on the street, punching himself in the
head. How else do you explain this epic act of national self-destruction?

I have been around for many decades, and I never imagined
that this country would come to this. The tolerance for this
insanity is inexcusable. The people of this country will reap what
they have sown.

• Agree: Rich, john alexander
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
38. anonymous[411] • Disclaimer says:

May 17, 2023 at 12:48 pm GMT • 19.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@John Johnson
((John Johnson)) the ubiquitous coward and hack dutifully
carrying the water for the Jewish Intelligence Agency (JIA)
formerly known as the CIA. Putin is the greatest statesman of
the 21st century. Fighting for his people instead of being
sodomized by Israel. May he live long and prosper, and may the
American decline be one of extreme suffering.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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39. Irish Savant says:
@john alexander
And with it comes the literal destruction of the Zionist-controlled
global Cabal.

We live in hope….

• Replies: @john alexander
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
40. Jesuitic Ziowahhabiz says:

May 17, 2023 at 12:53 pm GMT • 19.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Putin speeches: “The West is Satanically, neocolonially and
unipolarly trying to destroy traditional Russian orthodox
civilisation, but we won’t ever let them”.

Putin actions:

15 May, 03:29
 Gas supply by Gazprom for Europe through Ukraine totals 40.3 mcm via

Sudzha
 Gas withdrawal from European underground gas storage (UGS) facilities

amounted to 13 mln cubic meters on May
 https://tass.com/economy/1617501

16 May, 06:08
 Law on digital ruble to be passed in June — State Duma member

 Earlier, it was stressed that the testing of the digital ruble on real transactions
will only start after a respective regulatory framework is adopted

 https://tass.com/economy/1618215

The UN, mostly funded by the Satanic, neocolonial US and EU
unipolar archenemies of Putin, praising Russia’s “digital
revolution” taxcattle management advances.

https://www.itu.int/net4/wsis/archive/stocktaking/Project/Details?
projectId=1512733305

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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41. Irish Savant says:
@Levtraro
Surely one country’s debt is another country’s credit? I.e. the
system is of its essence a zero-sum game. Which is not to say,
of course, that it’s stable.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
42. Kermit says:

May 17, 2023 at 1:05 pm GMT • 19.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Levtraro
It’s nice to read a comment like this from someone who
obviously understands cyclical thinking rather than the linear
thinking that seems to dominate the west.

There is a lot of wisdom in the OT. Reading Ecclesiastes 3
makes it clear that they knew all this way back then.

In the study of markets, I learned a long time ago that in the bull
market, the seeds are sown for the bear – and in the bear, the
seeds are sown for the bull. It never changes. It is coded into the
algorithm in which we live. And this is not limited to markets – it
appears to be universal.

I have been told that some young people in Russia refer to this
as Russia “emerging from the permafrost.”

• Thanks: Levtraro
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
43. profnasty says:

Putin 2024.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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44. QCIC says:
@SafeNow
LOL, sounds like good British humor.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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45. Been_there_done_that says:
May 17, 2023 at 1:43 pm GMT • 18.5 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
Based on the content of this short article, which tends to glorify a
totalitarian non-Western dictator and war criminal, it would be
appropriate for the publication in which it initially appeared, The
Occidental Observer, to change its name to The Anti-Occidental
Advocate if this is to be their new ideological line. It seems the
author and publisher have allowed themselves to fall into a
clever trap, since they appear to have been tricked into a
nihilistic stance, as they now support blatant attacks on free will,
self-determination and independence.

Just a few hours ago I posted a comment in a different thread,
which would also be an appropriate response here, so I shall
simply link to it below.

Once it is understood, as the evidence shows, that Putin’s
ongoing war of aggression against Ukraine is essentially about
Russia maintaining its colonialism and expanding imperialism, to
subjugate and coerce a vast population through a corrupt and
odious oligarchy, it is easy to conclude that those who are now
so fervently supporting this effort – especially its deranged
instigator, Putin – are essentially “retrograde extremists“, who
despise Western ideals and are indulging in a misguided type of
escapism. Promoting such delusions has nothing to do with
wanting to preserving traditional occidental values, high culture,
and technological progress.

https://www.unz.com/runz/did-a-russian-missile-strike-kill-200-
nato-officers-in-a-ukrainian-bunker/?showcomments#comment-
5964050
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46. Zarathustra says:
Putin declared that he does want to destroy Ukraine.

 Circumstances have changed drastically.
 Putin has no choice now.

 Cartago delenta est.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

47. HT says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:08 pm GMT • 18.0 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
America should be a place that Putin can point to and say, we
want to make our beloved Russia more like that. Instead, with
the West under the firm control of jew supremacists and other
nation destroy globalists, Putin sees America as the degenerate
mess that it is. With tranny freaks and blacks savages leading
our culture we are not something to be admired. Ultimately Putin
must be destroyed by our leaders because he wants to maintain
a sovereign Russia that has some form of moral standards. The
United States has neither. May God have mercy on us for taking
his great gift to us and wrecking it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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48. Sorel McRae says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:18 pm GMT • 17.9 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
In his May 9 Victory Day speech, Putin identified the enemy of
Russia (and humanity) as “global elites.” This is a refreshing
improvement over his (and Lavrov’s and others spokesmen’s)
repeated singling out of “Anglo-Saxons.” As Putin surely must
know, the U.S. political leadership is no more Anglo-Saxon than
that of the Bolshevik Revolution was Russian, in fact,
considerably less so.

For example, there is no more than one possible Anglo-Saxon in
Biden’s cabinet (Ag Sec’y Vilsack, unclear because he was
adopted). A full quarter, 6/24, are Jewish and dominate the
commanding heights of the administration: Chief of Staff, Sec’ies
of State, Treasury, and Homeland Security, Attorney General,
and Director of National Intelligence. (Blacks, other non-Whites,
and Whites of varying European origins have another quarter
each.) As to financial and media dominance of the U.S., let’s not
get started!

We “Anglo-Saxons” are, to be sure, no angels and can be
parochial and pig-headed at times but, as to the visceral,
vindictive, atavistic, and implacable anti-Russian ethnic
animosity seething throughout the “West” today and animating
its policy on Ukraine–that’s not coming from us.

Our elites may indeed be guilty of the crime, and ordinary people
of the blunder of negligence, of letting them take over in the first
place, but that’s a failing we share with Russians. But no point in
throwing stones at each other. We should learn from each
other’s mistakes.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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49. Rich says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:31 pm GMT • 17.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@meamjojo
What was he supposed to do? He tried to negotiate, signed the
Minsk Accords and watched the Ukrainians arm themselves and
prepare to invade Luhansk and Donetsk. Holland and Merkel
both admitted they only signed the accords to gain time to arm
and prepare the Ukrainians for an invasion. Could Putin have
stood by and allowed ethnic Russians to be slaughtered and
brought a well-armed Ukraine into Nato. The West forced him to
act. Whether he’s set his “nation on a course to ruin” or saved it
from being defeated and divided from the West is yet to be seen.

• Agree: RadicalCenter
• Replies: @meamjojo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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50. littlereddot says:
@Notsofast
Whaddya think?

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/Ohucau7g1uU

• Replies: @RadicalCenter
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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51. May 17, 2023 at 2:36 pm GMT • 17.6 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
CSF: “Putin, a “communist”? “

Why does the label applied even matter? What difference does it
make?

Is there supposed to be _any_ fundamental difference between
a communist, a fascist or techno-fascist such as Xi, Schwab,
Gates, Biden Trump, Obama, Bush, or whomever?

Or between “left” and “right”?

This “just” in:

There is no fundamental difference!

These and other labels are all just cosmetic labels conveniently
applied to give the illusion of choice/difference, for a top-down
system that is bent on annihilating individual choice and
freedom.

Putin is full on freedom-annihilating big-government STATIST, no
different from the rest of the “world-leader” scum, or wannabe
“world-leaders” this world is infested with. [Compulsory
conscription for war, anybody?] .

“I am the God, of the Machine,
 I write your thoughts, I rule your dreams,

 When you wake up, you are still asleep,
 You will never know, ‘co your down to deep”:

Song: “God of The Machine”:
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/qzatqH4TDQg

“Regards” onebornfree
 https://onebornfreesfinancialsafetyreports.blogspot.com/

 https://onebornfree-mythbusters.blogspot.com/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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52. Dumbo says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:38 pm GMT • 17.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
Who the Hell cares?!? The Ukraine surely overstayed their
welcome in Western thought, and initial sympathy and interest
for them has mostly vanished. Most people now wish this stupid
war ended sooner rather than later, so that we can go back to
think of the Ukraine as some corrupt backwater in Eastern
Europe that no one cares much about, one way or another, and
certainly not worth ruining our own economies and futures for.

Anyway, now BlackRock basically bought the place, lots of
cheap real state and few Ukrainians now, so I guess Jews must
be happy. Some parts may be contaminated with depleted
uranium, but that’s alright. It’s other people who’ll live there, we’ll
just charge them the rent. “We’ll repopulate it with Africans and
Arabs”, some happy merchant must be thinking.

• Replies: @meamjojo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
53. Chriss says:

@Rahan
“Apparently (the West) think they’re infallible, but when the
moment comes to take some responsibility, they disappear.”

.@SecondGentleman met with Jewish White House staff in celebration of
Jewish American Heritage Month.

Our Administration is proud to recognize the Jewish staffers who help carry
our nation forward each day and are helping create a more inclusive
tomorrow. pic.twitter.com/QxH0rIDC3e

— The White House (@WhiteHouse) May 16, 2023
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54. Poupon Marx says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:44 pm GMT • 17.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Megoy

Time to act on that plan. Unite the white world and crush these Jews before
they completely destroy us! Enough of this Jewish war against us by Jewish
rules. Declare war on the Jews and then slaughter them!

Yessir! I’ll just snap me fingers and BOOM, the genie will appear.
I’ll have someone else do it, though. And put it on my credit
card. 1 800-callforwar.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
55. Zarathustra says:

@meamjojo
You are getting really boring with yours endless repetitions. You
are only spammer with very little brain.

• Thanks: meamjojo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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56. Marcali says:

@john alexander
Putin served well the filth who destroyed Russia as a lieutenant
colonel in the KGB.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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57. RadicalCenter says:
May 17, 2023 at 3:22 pm GMT • 16.8 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson
Putin stands 5 feet 7 inches, compared to the US men’s average
of 5’8″ to 5’9″ and the same as the US average for men a
century ago.

Macron is the same height as Putin, while “British” figurehead
“Rishi Sunak” is only 5’6″; did we miss your 5-year-old’s mockery
of THEIR height somewhere?

How about 5’3″ Irish president Michael Higgins, only 5’3″ — did
we miss your snark about HIS height somewhere?

Apparently you overlook average to short stature in men whom
you like (not that we really want to hear what kind of men you
prefer, sweetie), while mocking it in men whom you envy.

Go find yourself a tall hunky faggot like yourself and be satisfied
already. Spread disease to each other in your cozy Adams-
Morgan condo and enjoy DC. Leave normal men to debate the
issues.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
58. The_seventh_shape says:

May 17, 2023 at 3:23 pm GMT • 16.8 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑

Sovereignty is the guarantee of freedom for all. According to our traditions, no
one will be free if his people, his homeland, if Russia is not free.

This is a very wise statement though it would be denied by many
liberal and libertarian types. The freedom of the individual is
dependent on the freedom and autonomy of the nation he’s part
of.

• Agree: Complex Pseudonymic Handle
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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59. RadicalCenter says:
@littlereddot
Notice Putin kissed her without her advance written consent.
JohnJohnson and I have been telling you this warmongering
vodka-swilling dwarf is a sexual harasser, and now here’s the
proof.

• LOL: Notsofast, littlereddot
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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60. Derer says:

It is interesting to notice the anti-Marx propaganda picture from
1919 showing the leaders of Jewish revolution in Russia, all 8 of
them Jewish (Lenin “only” half). This picture should be shown to
those that stupidly deny the Jewish involvement in installing that
dreadful regime for Russian Christians.
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61. Patrick McNally says:
May 17, 2023 at 3:41 pm GMT • 16.5 hours ago • 1,400
Words   ↑
“During the Russian Civil War, an estimated 50,000 Jews were
killed in pogroms.”

In the most generous interpretation, this is at best a badly
outdated statement.

—–
 Thanks to the newly opened archives, we now have a fuller idea

of how many Jews were killed by pogroms in the civil war. The
precise number will never be known… But one can say with
some certainty that the overall number … must have been much
higher than the 31,071 burials officially recorded or indeed the
estimates of 50,000-60,000 deaths given by scholars in the past.
The most important document to emerge from the Russian
archives in recent years, a 1920 report of an investigation by the
Jewish organizations in Soviet Russia, talks of ‘more than
150,000 reported deaths’ and up to 300,000 victims, including
the wounded and the dead.

 —–
 — Orlando Figes, A People’s Tragedy, p. 679.

Furthermore, it deserves emphasis that the greatest number
was done by the formal White forces and not by Petliura, though
he contributed his share:

—–
 Petliura, who based his hope on foreign recognition and help,

had to repudiate pogroms … However, … his followers well
understood that his injunctions against “excesses” were meant
exclusively for foreign audiences… The anarchist bands … did
not have to worry about foreign public opinion and they engaged

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Patrick+McNally
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in the most unrestrained verbal violence against the Jews.
However, … they were not in a position to murder many,
whatever their intent…

Up to June 1919 the Volunteer Army occupied areas which had
only very small Jewish communities. These communities did
suffer… But the number of victims was small until the invasion of
the Ukraine brought the Whites into an area with a large Jewish
minority. Then mass killings immediately began.

 —–
 — Peter Kenez, Civil War in South Russia, 1919-1920: The

Defeat of the Whites, pp. 167-8.

Those pogroms were not in the main carried out by Petliura’s
forces, but rather by Denikin’s.

John Hodgson as an author has some definite interest insofar as
he reports on events among Denikin’s armies which he was a
close witness to, but insofar as he tries to brush off the pogroms
as a minor matter, he is simply regurgitating Denikin’s
propaganda. The general pattern as Denikin marched through
the Ukraine was that his forces were repeatedly welcomed by
local Jewish populations, until the White pogroms forced them to
change their minds.

—–
 Ironically and tragically, the Jews had awaited the coming of the

Volunteer Army [the Whites led by Denikin] with high hopes.
Although they were represented in the Bolshevik leadership
disproportionately, the overwhelming majority of Jews, artisans
and tradesmen, suffered as a result of Soviet economic policies,
such as restrictions on free trade. The Jewish minority was one
section which had little interest in Ukrainian nationalism and
therefore was unlikely to sympathize with Petliura. The Jews
expected the return of law and order after White victory, and
they hoped to be able to get on with their normal lives…
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In any case, the exhibition of a friendly attitude on the part of the
victims towards their tormentors did not help. Often the pogroms
began by killing Jews who participated in a good will delegation
approaching the entering army. In Korsun’, for example, the
town sent a mixed Jewish and Christian delegation led by the
rabbi to the Volunteer Army. Next day the Bolsheviks retook the
town and the rabbi went into hiding. The Bolsheviks captured
two Jewish members of the delegation, who were killed. The
following day the Volunteers chased out the Bolsheviks and
immediately started a vicious pogrom, killing the rabbi as he
came out of hiding.

Self-defense against the Petliurists and anarchists was
successful at times; against the Volunteer Army it was hopeless.
Anti-Semitic propaganda often described Jews firing from
windows on retreating White soldiers. It even talked about
imaginary Jewish detachments fighting against the Volunteer
Army, but these were pure fabrications. In Kiev, for example,
after the Bolsheviks managed to occupy the city for a few days
in October 1919, anti-Semitic papers started a campaign
charging the Jews with responsibility. The anti-Semitic Vecbernie
ogni published detailed charges of Jews firing from windows, but
the liberal organ, Kievskaia zbizn’, decided to investigate and
found all the accusations false. As one would expect, such an
investigation made no impression on the pogromist press.

Ultimately, the Jews did learn. It was Soviet rule, which in spite
of its economic policies, in spite of occasional pogroms carried
out by some ill-disciplined Red troops, offered the best chance
of survival.

 —–
 — Peter Kenez, Civil War in South Russia, 1919-1920: The

Defeat of the Whites, pp. 169-70.
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The “occasional pogroms carried out by some ill-disciplined Red
troops” which Kenez refers to would have killed less than a
thousand at most. In no way comparable to the real pogroms
carried out by the Whites.

Hodgson is on better ground when he simply describes the
massive corruption which was running through the White forces,
such as he does here:

—–
 About the middle of 1919 the British sent out a complete 200-

bed equipment for a hospital at Ekaterinodar. Not a single bed
ever reached its destination. Beds, blankets, sheets, mattresses
and pillows disappeared as if by magic. They found their way to
the houses of staff officers and members of the Kuban
government. At this very time typhus and enteric were raging,
and in a hospital of only 150 beds at Ekaterinodar the men were
dying at the rate of twelve a day. They lay on bare boards, were
covered with dirty sacks to which clung the detritus of their
original vegetable contents, and were swarming with lice and
fleas. In 1919 we sent Denikin 1500 complete nurses’ outfits. I
did not, during the whole of my service with the army in Russia,
ever see a nurse in a British uniform; but I have seen girls, who
were emphatically not nurses, walking the streets of Novo
Rossisk wearing regulation British hospital skirts and stockings.
Britain sent Denikin enough soldiers’ clothing to equip an army
twice the size of her own peace establishment. He never
claimed to have had more than 300,000 men … but neither at
the Tsaritzin nor the Don front did I ever see as many as 25 per
cent … in British kit.

I saw and talked to young ladies of good social standing at
Taganrog who were wearing costumes made of British officers’
serge, and I can name Russian officers attached to the British
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Mission who deliberately ‘wangled’ a double issue of clothing
from our Ordnance and at once sold the surplus set at a
fabulous price …

No matter how urgently trucks were needed to get British
munitions to the front it was always possible for a local profiteer
to bribe railway officials and obtain freight cars. This was done
on a colossal scale…

While the battle was raging just north of Kursk ten British tanks
were landed at Novo Rossisk. For weeks they lay on the jetty
awaiting trucks on which they could be sent to the front. None
came, but one night a typical Black Sea storm caused one of the
tanks to slip its moorings, and the whole consignment slid quietly
to the bottom of the harbor.

 —–
 — John Hodgson, With Deniken’s Armies, pp. 180-3, Temple

Bar Publishing, 1932.

This type of corruption which Hodgson observed among
Denikin’s forces was not unique to the southwest front but
extended across all areas governed by the Whites and if
anything was even worse in Siberia among Kolchak’s forces:

—–
 Captain Francis McCullagh of the British Military Mission, noting

the existence in the rear of ‘committees for underclothing’ and
‘committees for furniture’, was to estimate the one function of the
entire military establishment in White Siberia to be:

‘to create posts for a crowd of lusty officers who are afraid to
fight at the front. The stories I could tell in that regard would fill a
volume. It is to the last degree disgraceful and shameful.’

British and American observers were particularly dismayed that
many ‘swaggering’ officers seemed completely and coldly
indifferent to the sufferings of the refugees and underfed troops
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who were becoming all too conspicuous on the streets of the
capital.

 —–
 — Jonathan Smele, Civil War in Siberia, pp. 114-5, Cambridge

University Press, 1996.

There’s certainly no mystery about why the Whites lost, and no
need for the idiotic conspiracy-claims about Jacob Schiff
somehow mysteriously funding the Bolsheviks into power.
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Putin maybe a closeted Jew but he isn’t a commie as he
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63. GMC says:
May 17, 2023 at 4:11 pm GMT • 16.0 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров
As a foreigner in Russia , it is very difficult to understand what
you do, because first, we have a very hard time with the
language since no schools are provided throughout the country.
Most likely Moscow and Saint Petersburg do. Simferopol had
one during Ukrainian times but it shows that immigration of
people from other than the old Soviet states are not really
desired. My own evaluation. Crimea was a much more pleasant
place before the US NeoCons and Jewish Oligarchs decided to
get greedy.

Many of us awake people from the West, understand exactly
how a politician has to be in order to keep his country afloat
during these One World Order times. And a politician, statesman
and ex KGB man like Putin knew that he would get no where,
unless he could play Four sides of the street at once and lift
Russia out of the place it was in – in the 90s. Nothing that I hear
about Putin alarms me, because I see where Russia is today ,
compared to many many other countries. Does he make deals
with the Zionists, Jews, Americanos, Sheiks, Turks, E U, IMF,
UN, WHO, and all the other snakes in the World – Of course he
does – he’s a Globalist Ramrodder because his country is worth
over 75 Trillion in natural resources and inherited more nukes
than most others have. It’s the worst dog eat dog world situation
out there since WW II or the Bolshevik Revolution – any goody
two shoes leader will be eaten up in a month , looks like Putin
nor Russia is gonna get ate – anytime soon. So, I’m betting on
both of them for the time being. And as some Russians tell me –
We got what we got. Спасибо Сергей
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64. May 17, 2023 at 4:24 pm GMT • 15.8 hours ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Irish Savant
Irish Savant, the destruction of the Zionist-controlled global
Cabal will soon come to pass.

 When it does America suffers as well, being the strongarm of
this wickedness.

https://destinedtoberevealed.com/the-identity-of-the-great-
whore-revealed/

The Coming Judgment of the Great Whore

[MORE]
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65. Desert Fox says:
May 17, 2023 at 4:42 pm GMT • 15.5 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
Putin is a Christian and the only leader and statesman on the
world stage and he is a true Russian patriot.

The real communists live in NYC, DC, Tel Aviv , London, Paris
and Berlin and are destroying the western world via unending
wars and unpayable debt and continual deaths, this is what
zionist/communists do, they are destroyers and satanists.

Their work was on display for the all the world to see with their ie
Israels and traitors at the highest levels of the ZUS governments
attack on the WTC on 911 and blamed on the muslims to
provide the excuse for the ZUS to destroy the middle east for
Israel.

The first task of our world revolution is destruction – Nahum
Goldman , Founder of the Jewish Congress, 1915.

George Soros is on record as saying, the destruction of America
will be the culmination of my lifes work.

Zionists are destroyers of nations and humanity, it is what they
do, it is in their DNA.
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66. Sir Launcelot Canning says:
May 17, 2023 at 4:44 pm GMT • 15.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dumbo
Most of the people that I know are very weak minded. Instead of
choosing what is right or wrong, is logical or illogical, is attractive
or unattractive; they let all of this be dictated to them. Does
anyone with a strong mind actually choose to get a septum
piercing, or send his son into the military to die for (((other
people)))?
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67. May 17, 2023 at 5:01 pm GMT • 15.2 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Desert Fox
Crimes against humanity ignored by the Church

Few ever shed a tear over the incredibly horrific crimes against
humanity carried out by the financial and military hitmen
subservient to the Great Whore.

Many within the church today have simply adopted a slogan of
“Love God and Love people.”

 An unbelieving world must see this as an oxymoron.

Mainstream Christian churches do not stand up against the
crimes against humanity that are being committed on a daily
basis.

The cold-blooded murder of innocents in Palestine, Iraq, and
Syria, for example, do not seem to bother them in the least.
Does such a church stand for anything at all? Yahweh gave His
followers two primary commandments, one of which is “Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself” (Mat 22:39).

Matt 24:12 And because iniquity shall abound, the love of many
shall wax cold.

The countless members of the zionist controlled military
machines worldwide are her partners in crime. These are also
psychopaths and narcissists that have been made drunk with
the wine of this great Whore’s fornication.

Also, crimes against humanity are not necessarily forgivable
because of the excuse “I’m just doing my job.” Try using that line
at judgment day and you may just get a reply of, depart from me
you workers of iniquity I never knew you!

The U.S.A. has only been at peace for only approximately 20
years since her birth.
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Truly, zio-america is responsible for more murder and mayhem
than any other empire that has ever existed.

We need not look farther than Korea, Vietnam, Iraq,
Afghanistan, and Syria to discover recent real-world examples of
blatant terrorism, which also represents crimes against
humanity.

https://destinedtoberevealed.com/mystery-babylon-is-revealed/
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68. Notsofast says:

@Haxo Angmark
i found this rare footage of you studying under brzezinski at
krakow polytechnic, discussing the grand chessboard.
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69. Poupon Marx says:
May 17, 2023 at 5:12 pm GMT • 15.0 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@John Johnson
Simply, you have the mind of a child, Johnstein. Maybe you are
not a Jew, which slots you as a Ukie or, worse, Pollack.

I don’t think anyone actually believes he is a Communist when he built a 1.3
billion dollar mansion with a strip club and a casino.

20 times you have mentioned this. I have debunked it, but you
dishonestly and stupidly (indicating the low regard you have for
the readership here) repeat it endlessly. Your sources are all
trash. You know it, but you your error in assumption that all here
is as stewpid as you, creates the unanimous comments that you
are a turd, liar, and pure fabricator; estranged from integrity.

Most people who comment here have at least read some of the
dozens of articles concerning Russia and Putin. Many have
seen and comprehended the opinions and observations of
retired intelligence and military authorities.

You have earned NOT ONE positive comment since you shat on
the commentary here. It’s not working, or you are earning
respect and newfound appreciation and approval for Russia.
Truth is Beauty said Plato. That means you, in contrast, are
grotesque, odious, and putrefied filth.
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70. PUTINFAN says:
@Levtraro
This is well stated Libertarian Economics, as propounded by
Milton Friedman and his Chicago SCHOOL and is something all
of us here should support and advocate for.

Everyone please read this twice. YOU don’t have to be a
political Libertarian, a philosophical one will do quite well.
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@Haxo Angmark
that’s the best you have … typical left wing ‘moron’ with a laptop
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@Chriss
It’s very foolish of this generation of Jews to flaunt their power in
this manner. Jewish power has always worked by staying behind
the curtain.
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73. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
@Derer

(Lenin “only” half)

Lenin was a quarter Jewish, like Adolf Hitler, Torquemada, and
me.
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74. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
@Poupon Marx

You have earned NOT ONE positive comment since you shat on the
commentary here.

Wow, talk about projection
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75. Levtraro says:

@PUTINFAN

Everyone please read this twice.

Thanks, but when I say “buyer” please read “seller”, both times
(since you are requested to read it twice …)
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76. Verymuchalive says:
May 17, 2023 at 5:40 pm GMT • 14.5 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Nick Kollerstrom
So far as I understand it, Putin’s then son-in-law was one of a
group of people involved in an hotel development in Gelendzhik
on the Black Sea. As a sales gimmick, the son-in-law apparently
offered Putin a free apartment in the complex for life. Putin
refused, the complex was never completed and remains an
empty shell. It was recently sold on at considerable loss by the
original investors. The new owners hope to complete it
sometime in the coming years.

The complex was never a Palace, least of all “Putin’s Palace”.
But this was the rubbish peddled in the Western MSM. As you
imply, Guardian readers are not very bright and most have
swallowed this hook, line and sinker. I’m sure Dr Edward Dutton
could do a video on this phenomenon. Come to think of it, he
has – and several ones at that – how IQ in Western societies is
falling, and falling most for Leftists and Liberals.
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77. Slav says:
May 17, 2023 at 5:46 pm GMT • 14.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
“Please! Read his speeches!”

I do, reads like a communist just replaced few terms, unlike
Americans I studied Marxism-Leninism, religion is very
insignificant to the ideology. The central part of Leninism is
struggle against world imperialism. Putin uses terms like golden
billion, angloSaxon hegemonism and globalism but the message
is the same.
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78. Chriss says:

@Patrick McNally
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/?s=pogroms
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79. May 17, 2023 at 6:00 pm GMT • 14.2 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Derer
How did the Tribe by magic end up in christian tsarist Russia?
Carlyle’s big history of Frederick the Great (1865) criticizes the
partition of Poland (where millions of the Tribe resided) arranged
between Prussia and Russia, one of the few things about old
Fritz that Carlyle thought to stink in general. Now we see in
hindsight why it stank in particular. Millions of the Tribe suddenly
lived in Russia!

Russia got infected with a host of talmudists who gradually rose
to foment the revolution they knew would decapitate a great
power among the goyim nations of Europe (1917). Then by and
by they turned it against Prussia (1914-1918), restored Poland
through machinations in the West, and then used that crazy
nation as a foil to destroy what remained of German nationalism
(1939-1945).

It would have been all over for the national idea on the One
Continent (Mackinder’s phrase) except Putin was there at
another magic moment to cleverly decapitate the decapitators
and throw Khodorkovsky in jail for theft and eventually eject him
from the country as undesirable, which as chief of the talmudists
he certainly was!

Putin said, “I am a nationalist. There are 10,000 men like me in
Russia; I just happen to be the one in charge.” Ah, but now the
counterattack is under way against the Last True Nation on the
One Continent, with Khodorkovsky waiting anxiously in the
wings. Who will win? The satanic talmudists or the National
Idea? History shows the satanists in the Tribe have reason to
hope:

https://www.academia.edu/76372363/To_Sevastopol_With_Love

https://www.academia.edu/76372363/To_Sevastopol_With_Love
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To read the article, simply SCROLL DOWN; no sign-in is
necessary. Thanks.
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80. Rahan says:
May 17, 2023 at 6:05 pm GMT • 14.1 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain
If it’s not a nationalized planned economy with closed borders
and a leninist party line, then that’s not reconstituting the USSR,
that’s reconstituting the Russian empire.

Like if the Krauts begun throwing their weight around again and
said “no, we’re not trying bring back the Third Reich” and it
would be true if they were in fact bringing back the Kaiser
empire.

Putin’s Russia is a giant corporation with the board members
getting the most, then the shareholders and managerial classes,
then the lowly workers also being kept at a level that allows
them in theory to have some fun and reproduce and feel some
loyalty to the board members and the CEO.

(provincial state capital Vladimir 2022)

Comrade Xi has done something similar.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rahan
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(Wuhan 2023)

They have been fighting off hostile takeovers from globohomo
branches for some time, but now it’s official and out in the open.

Let’s see if this model can survive a change of helmsman, in
both cases, when the time inevitably comes.
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81. meamjojo says:
May 17, 2023 at 6:18 pm GMT • 13.9 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Rich

“What was he supposed to do? He tried to negotiate, signed the Minsk
Accords and watched the Ukrainians arm themselves and prepare to invade
Luhansk and Donetsk. Holland and Merkel both admitted they only signed the
accords to gain time to arm and prepare the Ukrainians for an invasion. Could
Putin have stood by and allowed ethnic Russians to be slaughtered and
brought a well-armed Ukraine into Nato. The West forced him to act. Whether
he’s set his “nation on a course to ruin” or saved it from being defeated and
divided from the West is yet to be seen. ”

He could have done EXACTLY NOTHING and EXACTLY
NOTHING would have happened.

What may happen to ethnic Russians residing in another country
should be of no concern to him. If they are unhappy where they
are living, they can move to Russia. He could even give them a
stipend to help them move as, for example, Jews who return to
Israel are eligible for.

So what if Ukraine were admitted to NATO and was border to
border with Russia? If Putin felt so challenged by this, he could
attempt to negotiate a DMZ or build such a buffer on his own
adjacent land. He could even put up a wall! [lol]

Poland is in NATO and shares a 232km border with Russia. So
what? Why didn’t Russia choose to attack Poland? Why would a
NATO Ukraine/Russian border be a “bridge too far”?

Ukraine in NATO should honestly not make any difference to
Russia or Putin. His only possible “real” fear might be that a
Ukraine in NATO would block his stated grandiose desire to
rebuild the territory of the old Soviet Union.

Newly NATO admitted member Finland has a 1340km border
with Russia. Will Putin now see fit to invade them also due to his
egomania and paranoia?
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82. Desert Fox says:
@Poupon Marx
Agree, in my opinion, Johnson is CIA or a CIA asset , who is
infiltrating sites with the zionist propaganda , the zionists are in
control of the CIA and the FBI and the entire ZUS regime.
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@the Man Behind the Curtain
Eat a peter, Johnson. What’s your drag queen stage name?
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84. meamjojo says:

@Dumbo
It’s so rare that someone has chosen the perfect screen name to
represent their world view. Please don’t change it!
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85. Hoyeru23 says:
May 17, 2023 at 6:39 pm GMT • 13.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
Clever way to stop publishing articles on the war and how
“Ukraine is losing”. Divert the attention, indeed.

 Putin the P*ssy is great at speeches and at photos but when
push comes to shove it’s clear he can’t deliver. Wonder what
excuse will people now come up with. The latest and the
Russians are pitying their Russian brothers in Ukraine and thats
why they dont want to attack them and kill them.

If the writer cant figure simple things how for the West
“Communist” the dirtiest word around, I dont wanna waste more
time on this BS.
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86. meamjojo says:
May 17, 2023 at 6:42 pm GMT • 13.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
CIA recruiting Russian spies. Got any info on Russia that you
want to share?

 ——–
 CIA to Russians: Come spy for us

 ‘The CIA wants to know the truth about #Russia,’ the US
intelligence agency says.

 May 16, 2023 10:42 am CET

“Do you have information about the economy or the top
leadership of the Russian Federation? Get in touch with us.”

That’s the message the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is
sending to Russians who would be willing to spy for the U.S.

In a Russian-language video published on its Telegram channel
— created for the occasion — overnight, the U.S. foreign
intelligence service targets those who are fed up with life in
President Vladimir Putin’s Russia.

 …
 https://www.politico.eu/article/central-intelligence-agency-cia-

russia-spy-united-states-us/
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87. anastasia says:
@John Johnson
Amazing. The writer still believes the western press. Wow~!
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88. Rurik says:
May 17, 2023 at 7:00 pm GMT • 13.2 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Dumbo

people instinctively dislike “democracy” wimps, like Macron, Scholz, and other
faggot scum. For good or for bad, they love Stalin, Hitler, Mussolini, Mao. And
for the same reason, they love Putin because they see him ore as a strong
man.

I disagree

I don’t think they love Putin because of any strong man
association, but rather because of what he’s done for Russia
and the Russian people.

I remember being part of this enthusiasm,
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for a rather diminutive man, who wasn’t particularly known for
his charisma or looks or certainly not any ‘strong man’ appeal,
but rather for something far, far more precious and rare.. his
integrity, his principles and his humble patriotism.

I remember all the hysteria when Dr. Paul was winning all the
Internet polls, like the Drudge poll, and others, and the PTB
were getting hysterical. Because we loved this guy, and we all
loved what he represented, and still does. Decency and honor
and simple, common honesty. Things more priceless than a
thousand ‘king’ Charles scepters, which are dung by
comparison.

And this is the reason people respect Vlad Putin. Because he
has honor, and speaks the truth and what he does, he does for
Russia. And Putin’s enemies, are the enemies of Russia, (and
the enemies of us all). Which is why people in Syria and many in
Europe and even here in North America, respect this man’s
patriotism and willingness to stand up to the ((9/11)) – ‘seven

https://mediaproxy.salon.com/width/1200/https://media.salon.com/2012/08/AP352278846855.jpg
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nations in five years..’ blood-spattered fiend on the world’s stage
today. Even if 90% of the people of Europe only know what their
((media)) and crooked, lying politicians tell them.

God speed to Putin

Not for Russia, or for America, or Syria or Iran or Asia or even
Europe.. but for us all.

And God damn the fiend
 

• Agree: c matt, ariadna, Tyrone Shooze
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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89. c matt says:
@john alexander

why should other countries be obliged to pay them back and to service their
loans

Because they will be invaded/bombed/color revolutioned if they
don’t.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
90. Abdul Alhazred says:

May 17, 2023 at 7:23 pm GMT • 12.8 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Protogonus
Well “To Sevastopol With Love” is a full on gem of academic
densities in a crucible of thought accomplishes a lot in creating
an impenetrable essay which may be saying a lot. Unfortunately
while the term Talmudic Satanist is bandied about, Jacob
Boheme is reduced to a mysterious “JB” referenced throughout
the text that does not seem to describe what A. Karabykov’s
Renaissance Dream is and what the danger of talmudic logic
systems are.

But thanks!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
91. Russians can now buy toilet paper with a list of Western sanctions on it.

Fun fact: To get the full list of Western sanctions you have to buy a 12 pack of
toilet paper 🤣 https://t.co/kavhdVoPon

— 108A (@108SAR) May 16, 2023
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92. Poupon Marx says:
@Desert Fox
Thanks. This cannot be repeated and emphasized enough.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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93. Brad Anbro says:
May 17, 2023 at 7:43 pm GMT • 12.5 hours ago • 600 Words   ↑
This post is mainly directed toward “Meamjojo” and “John
Johnson” —

I would like to share a couple of my insights towards the country
of Russia with you people and with anyone else who might care
to read this.

The first instance concerns a loan that I attempted to take out,
when I was living 90 miles west of Chicago, Illinois. I visited with
the local branch of one of the MAJOR U.S. banks and attempted
to take out what I would call a “signature loan.” My wife & I had
checking and savings accounts with this bank at the time and we
had over $9,000 in our savings account. We were in the process
of remodeling our kitchen and I did not want to deplete our
savings account on account of the remodeling project.

I sat down with a loan officer, who was an emigrant from Russia.
I do not remember his last name, but his first name was Ilya. His
command of the English language was impeccable and he could
speak English as well as I could, with a barely perceptible
accent. I told him about my hobby of amateur radio (ham radio)
and told him that over the years, I have had hundreds of
contacts with ham radio operators in Russia, mainly using Morse
code as a means of communication. He thought that it was great
that I had taken such an interest in his former homeland.

I told him that I wanted to ask him a question and that I would
like a completely honest answer. He told me to ask away, so I
did. I asked him if the average Russian was better off under
communism or are they better off today. He told me that they
were better off under communism, BUT that the situation is
changing. He said that I was probably aware of the fact that the
Russian oligarchs had stolen billions from the Russian people
but that Vladimir Putin had put a stop to it and was doing his
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best to make things better for the Russian people. He said that
was why his approval ratings were so high. He told me that Mr.
Putin is has the support of the majority of the Russian people.

The second thing that I would like to share (with “Meamjojo” and
“John Johnson”) is that I have a ham radio friend who has been
living in the Moscow area for over 6 years. He is a Swede and is
fluent in three languages – Swedish, English and Russian. He
has taken himself a Russian wife and he told me that he is
treated very well by the Russian people and is very happy there.
He will probably go back to Sweden some day, but, for the time
being, he chooses to live in Russia.

From what I have read and seen of Vladimir Putin, I am very
impressed with him. He seems like he is a very intelligent person
and, unlike the politicians in my country (the USA), he actually
gives a damn about his fellow countrymen and is trying his best
to make things better for them. I think that he is intelligent
enough to “see through” the B.S. coming out of Washington,
D.C. and I also think that he will do his best to avoid the start of
World War III.

I have heard conflicting news items on Mr. Putin involving
himself with the World Economic Forum (the WEF) and the
“Great Reset.” I surely hope that this is not the case. I would
think that like with the USA, he can “see through” the WEF’s
B.S.

Thank you.

• LOL: meamjojo
• Replies: @ariadna
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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94. Commentator Mike says:
@Chriss
Are not people enraged that these Jews run America? How is
this even allowed? What happened to “We the people”?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
95. Brad Anbro says:

@meamjojo
Regarding your “LOL” to my post #97 – how many languages
are YOU fluent in? One, maybe?

Thank you.

96. Haxo Angmark says:
@the Man Behind the Curtain
Babyface Tsar, who is indeed vertically challenged,

come in @ 4 ft. 3 inches. But

he wears elevator shoes that get him up to 5 ft. 3 inches.

97. Ulf Thorsen says:
May 17, 2023 at 8:28 pm GMT • 11.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson
Let’s say you’re right. What should America do when it comes to
Russia? How about America’s own corruption and problems?
Think maybe it’s time to fix them instead of pointing to every
other nation and leader as being the problem? It’s getting old
John Johnson and I’d very strongly suggest those who are
engaging in these proxy wars to the detriment of their own
people stop while they still can. They won’t need a Russia to
kick their ass up around their ears. The ass whipping is, I
believe, going to come around internally. They’re not that strong,
their military isn’t very good and their reach has far out distanced
their grasp. Time to take a good hard look in the mirror.
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98. May 17, 2023 at 8:36 pm GMT • 11.6 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Levtraro
Levtraro, any type of multi-polar system of trade agreed upon by
all players is much better than the Zionista Cabal Fiat ponzi
scheme. How the hell did the world put up with trading real
goods for US Dollars – which by the way is not money?

THIS MONETARY SYSTEM WILL END IN A DEBT
EXPLOSION!!!

In 1913, total US debt was negligible, and in 1950, it had grown
to $406 billion.

By the time Nixon closed the gold window in 1971, debt was
$1.7 trillion.

From September 2019 when the US banking system started to
crack, the Repo crisis told us that there were real problems
although no one wanted to admit it.

Conveniently for the US government, the Repo crisis became
the Covid crisis which was a much better excuse for the
Government to print unlimited amounts of money together with
the banks.

just in this century, total US debt has grown from $27 trillion to
$94 trillion!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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99. Phibbs says:
May 17, 2023 at 8:38 pm GMT • 11.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@meamjojo
Interesting how Meamjo, a probable Jew, states that President
Putin should have ignored U.S. bio-weapon labs and NATO
missiles and troops on the Russian border. Jews in every
country obsess over many issues, with serving Israel’s interests
being number one. Now, the U.S. has a foreign policy that
reflects only Jewish interests and hatreds — especially the
hatred for Palestinians, Iranians and Russians. In other words,
Jews are hyper-nationalistic, yet they condemn President Putin
for being concerned for his fellow Russian Christians. Meamjo
does not have the honesty to admit that if the roles were
reversed and North Korean bases were on the border with
Mexico, the U.S. would certainly invade.

• Agree: ariadna
• Replies: @meamjojo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
100. Notsofast says:

@Slav
and we all know world imperialism is a good thing,
doubleplusgood!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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101. John Johnson says:
May 17, 2023 at 9:01 pm GMT • 11.2 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx
20 times you have mentioned this. I have debunked it, but you
dishonestly and stupidly (indicating the low regard you have for
the readership here) repeat it endlessly.

You haven’t debunked anything. Putin claims the mansion isn’t
his and he also claimed a war wouldn’t happen and that it was
all a training exercise. Were you part of Team Putin that backed
him on that bullshit?

This is the same Putin that in 2008 said he has no border claims
with Ukraine and then in 2022 said it isn’t a real country. You
seem to think it is a good idea to trust his word even though he
has a history of lying and trying to kill the opposition (which is
who leaked the mansion details).

I will believe the opposition over a lying little KGB rat who clearly
has deep insecurities. Only a deeply insecure man would build a
1.3 billion dollar mansion with a casino and strip bar. A loser
dictator who wants a mega mansion to compensate for his
hopelessly insecure ego.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=John+Johnson
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You have earned NOT ONE positive comment since you shat on
the commentary here. It’s not working, or you are earning
respect and newfound appreciation and approval for Russia.

 
Why would I care about what a bunch of Putin bootlickers think?
You guys still follow MacGregor and Ritter even though they
have been hilariously wrong since the beginning of the war. A
couple pro-Russian bloggers here have scrubbed their older
posts. Let’s just forget how both of them claimed that the war
was over in March…. of last year.

I get this is a hard time for those that emotionally sided
themselves with a mass murdering dwarf. The war isn’t going
well and you are directing your frustrations at the dissenting
minority.

Oh well, cry more. This is a free speech website. It’s not Russia
where dissenters are sent to prison less they embarrass the
dictator by pointing out his bullshit.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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102. Brosi says:
May 17, 2023 at 9:07 pm GMT • 11.1 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
Sooner or later, Putin and Russia will be forced to either refute
the lies of Ilya Ehrenberg, or they will be forced to watch their
beloved Russian Volk descend into the same Judaic hell that
they faced 100 years ago. This is the same fate that the German
Volk faced after Judea finally prevailed in their war against
Germans and Germany.

Operation Barbarossa was an attack against Judeo-
Communism. Italy, Finland, Hungary, Romania and Spain
participated not because they were afraid of Hitler and the Third
Reich, but because they realized what the Judeo-Communists
were planning for all of European culture and Christianity.

If we fast forward to today not only are centuries of these
Sabbatean plans coming to fruition, but Putin is still kow-towing
to Jews by constantly spittle flecking white Europeans with his
never ending absurd “Nazi” smears.

Meanwhile, Zelensky the Jew is lauded across the Globo-Homo
empire as the new Winston Churchill who will defeat the “Nazi”
Russians and their neo-Hitler Putin.

It is a complete inversion of both history and reality, and Putin is
actively partaking in it.

 The cognitive dissonance is of such gob smacking magnitude
that this can only be a Khazarian/Sabbatean Problem-Reaction-
Solution psyop.

• Agree: Wokechoke
• LOL: meamjojo
• Replies: @Rurik, @John1955, @Wokechoke
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103. Notsofast says:
@Haxo Angmark
babyface haxo, big as ox, but dumb as ox too. haxo only pawn
in game of life.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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104. Brosi says:

@Poupon Marx
John Johnsonberg immortalized:

The self-proclaimed members of the resistance pic.twitter.com/0gQF64YEoV

— KanekoaTheGreat (@KanekoaTheGreat) May 17, 2023
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105. Badger Down says:

@QCIC
Pegame con su ritmo!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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106. Badger Down says:

@Haxo Angmark
That’s 30 cm! You’re lying.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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107. Minnesota Mary says:

@Aleatorius
Putin is a Christian and wears a Baptismal cross that his mother
gave to him as a child.
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108. Pancho says:
@John Johnson
Americans are not Communists, but support the US as a power
structure against the World.
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109. Agent76 says:
May 17, 2023 at 10:01 pm GMT • 10.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
May 9, 2023 Vladimir Putin Victory Day Parade Speech May
2023 – English Subtitles

Russian President Vladimir Putin addresses participants in the
78th Anniversary Victory Day Parade, Moscow Russia. In
attendance are the CIS Heads of State of Belarus, Armenia,
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and
Turkmenistan. Recorded May 9, 2023

 Feb 21, 2023 Vladimir Putin’s Address to Federal Assembly of
Russia Feb 21 2023 – Full Speech English Subtitles
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110. Kratoklastes says:
May 17, 2023 at 10:01 pm GMT • 10.2 hours ago • 300
Words   ↑
@john alexander
Without getting too sniffy about it: the Jeffrey Sachs piece cited
isn’t recent. I read it on Sach’s personal site on September 9th
last year (perhaps a day or so either side – Sept 9th is when I
added it to my bookmarks) – 2 weeks before the US’s terrrrrrrrist
attack on Nord Stream. Sachs was honest about that attack from
pretty much the day it happened.

Sachs has been the victim of a full-court press by the Empire of
Lies – trying to tar him with the same brush as the ‘rootless
cosmopolitans‘ who gang-raped the USSR in the 1990s.

He was an advisor during the ‘transition’ of the USSR, BUT he
has never been a neocon, and has been hostile to the Strauss-
Kagan tripe for as long as I’ve been aware of the man.

That goes back to 1992/3, when he and Warwick McKibbin were
giving seminars all over the place for G-cubed, the ancestor of
MSG – the McKibbin-Sachs Global model.

McKibbin and Sachs developed G-cubed with Peter Wilcoxen,
who is one of the co-authors of what is literally the “Bible of CGE
Modelling” – Dixon, Parmenter, Powell and Wilcoxen, Notes and
Problems in Applied General Equilibrium Economics” (1992).

Dixon was my PhD supervisor (and captain of the CoPS cricket
team); Parmenter was co-director of the centre where I was a
grad student (and is quite a good batsman); Powell was director
of IAESR and the Impact project. I’m a co-author with Powell on
two papers and one ARC research grant. I worked for Dixon and
Powell as a TA, RA and Junior Minion for most of the 90s.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Kratoklastes
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MSG and G-cubed was kinda-sorta in the same ‘numerical
analytics’ space as CoPS (our shop) and GTAP – the Global
Trade Analysis Project (at Purdue) headed by Tom Hertel, who
visited our ‘shop’ several times in the 90s.

So anyway: Sachs was then, and is now, “good people”. Dixon
and Powell weren’t keen on MSG or G-cubed for a variety of
technical reason, but they both spoke highly of Sachs – which is
good enough for me.

• Thanks: Wizard of Oz
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111. Rurik says:
May 17, 2023 at 10:19 pm GMT • 9.9 hours ago • 700 Words   ↑
@Brosi

Sooner or later, Putin and Russia will be forced to either refute the lies of Ilya
Ehrenberg, or they will be forced to watch their beloved Russian Volk descend
into the same Judaic hell that they faced 100 years ago. This is the same fate
that the German Volk faced after Judea finally prevailed in their war against
Germans and Germany.

Very, very true, and salient, as the same fiend that had Germany
by the throat, is the exact same fiend that is menacing and killing
Russians, and yet the Russian ego will never, ever allow that
obvious fact to be said out loud, as it would be too hurtful to their
egos.

Reported in Russia today, the Russian delegate to the UN is
complaining of hate speech by Ukraine, directed at Russians.

“a flagrant example of hate speech,” the Russian envoy to the UN has said

‘Budanov declared: “We’ve been killing Russians and we will keep killing
Russians anywhere on the face of this world until the complete victory of
Ukraine.”

https://www.rt.com/news/576463-un-ukraine-russophobia-
nebenzia/

yes, you see it’s mean and hateful to speak of Russians that
way, when they’ve invaded a nation (that was being used by
ZOG to menace and terrorize Russia).

But this, you see, is different!
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“Kill! Kill! In the German race there is nothing but evil; not one among the
living, not one among the yet unborn but is evil! Follow the precepts of
Comrade Stalin. Stamp out the fascist beast once and for all in its lair! Use
force and break the racial pride of these German women. Take them as your
lawful booty. Kill! As you storm onward, kill, you gallant soldiers of the Red
Army.”

 — Ilya Ehrenburg

“Do not count the days, do not count the miles. Count only the Germans you
have killed. Kill the German – this is your old mother’s prayer. Kill the German
– this is what your children beseech you to do. Kill the German – this is the
cry of your Russian earth. Do not waver. Do not let up. Kill.”

 — Ilya Ehrenburg

“Kill the Germans, wherever you find them! Every German is our moral
enemy. Have no mercy on women, children, or the aged! Kill every German –
wipe them out!”

 — Ilya Ehrenburg

This isn’t hate speech at all!

but reasonable and measured language when you’re talking
about Germans, (who were doing the exact same thing
Russians are doing today)

I don’t know if Putin and the Russians are too stupid to see the
Obvious parallels and flagrant hypocrisy, or whether they’re just
knowingly dishonest, and pretending that the situation Germany
faced, was somehow different than what Russia is facing today.
For obvious reasons of vanity and maintaining the disgusting lie
that has been rammed into everyone’s face, ever since the Red
Army rapists enslaved half of Europe, (and Russia, who suffered
from the ((Bolsheviks)) more than most), this lie has been
sacrosanct.

But admitting that, would I suppose be too revolutionary for the
tender sensibilities of most Russians, (and Poles and others),
who’re more interested in maintaining the blood libel aimed at
Germany, (envy, don’t ya know ; ) than pointing out whom it has
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been who’s been terrorizing and genociding Russians and Poles
and Ukrainians and Germans and so many others, for hundreds
of years now.

Better that you don’t offend them! because that would be like
telling your master to go pound sand, and have to endure dirty
looks from her!

 

 
I think even Lavrov would soil himself, than ever consider saying
anything that might be offensive to that murderous slag.
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112. May 17, 2023 at 10:34 pm GMT • 9.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@john alexander

‘“The neocon movement emerged in the 1970s around a group of public
intellectuals Jews, several of whom were influenced by University of Chicago
political scientist Leo Strauss and Yale University classicist Donald Kagan.
Neocon leaders included Norman Podhoretz, Irving Kristol, Paul Wolfowitz,
Robert Kagan (son of Donald), Frederick Kagan (son of Donald), Victoria
Nuland (wife of Robert), Elliott Abrams, and Kimberley Allen Kagan (wife of
Frederick).” ‘

Does the statement become any less accurate? Correct me if
any of these individuals are gentiles.

• Replies: @john alexander
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113. May 17, 2023 at 10:45 pm GMT • 9.4 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain

‘Certainly true some older money Jews (or at least Jews whose families have
deep roots) in the United States have never been Zionists from the start. I
think more American Jews are waking up to the fact Israel does not give a shit
about them and would not hesitate to incite anti-Semitism in the United States
in an effort to get more Jews to populate Israel.’

Perhaps understandably, but nevertheless unfortunately, it
nevertheless still seems to be all but impossible for Jews to
oppose Israel without qualification. Even the best of them seem
to max out with this pained look and expressions of a desire for
some somehow ‘just’ settlement.

…and as for Jews that are public figures, it’s worse. Witness
Goldstone — bad Jews are punished. I remember Paul
Krugman basically saying he wouldn’t touch the subject of Israel
with a ten-foot pole.

All that would be well and good if Jews weren’t so damned
powerful: I don’t expect Armenians to decide Turks are okay
after all, or Irishmen to be open-minded about the benefits of
British rule. Maybe the Armenian Primate or whatever can’t say
a good word about Turks even if he wants to if he wishes to
keep his post — okay, notta my probrem.

Armenians and Irishmen and whoever can have their biases and
loyalties and grievances and even tribalisms. It’s just that Jews
are so damned powerful — and we get sucked into their special
causes. It goes further than that, too — but it does come back to
the same problem.

Jews are too damned powerful.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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114. Kratoklastes says:
May 17, 2023 at 10:53 pm GMT • 9.3 hours ago • 500 Words   ↑
@JR Foley
One important consideration is that the Russians don’t view the
Ukrainian populace-at-large as untermenschen.

That means that mass civlian casualties are unacceptable to
teh Russian leadership. Mass civilian deaths cannot be waved
away – like the US did in Fallujah in 2004; on the Highway of
Death in 1991; in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia in the 1970s;
and in Japan and Korea in the 1940s and 1950s.

The media minions of the Empire of Lies get in a frenzy trying to
parse Putin whenever he mentions nuclear weapons (pretending
that he’s making threats), but one important excerpt that they
don’t mention is this (from the Kremlin’s own translation of
Putin’s speech of Feb 21 2023):

We are not at war with the people of Ukraine. I have made that clear many
times. The people of Ukraine have become hostages of the Kiev regime and
its Western handlers, who have in fact occupied that country in the political,
military and economic sense and have been destroying Ukrainian industry for
decades now as they plundered its natural resources. This led to social
degradation and an immeasurable increase in poverty and inequality.
Recruiting resources for military operations in these circumstances was easy.
Nobody was thinking about [the] people, who were conditioned for slaughter
and eventually became expendables. It is a sad and dreadful thing to say, but
it is a fact.

Responsibility for inciting and escalating the Ukraine conflict as well as the
sheer number of casualties lies entirely with the Western elites and, of course,
today’s Kiev regime, for which the Ukrainian people are, in fact, not its own
people. The current Ukrainian regime is serving not national interests, but the
interests of third countries.

NB: [the] added by me.

Obviously, anyone who uses this speech to help explain why
Russia has not gone full “Book of Joshua” on Ukraine (as the US
would have done), is derided by people like Rolo Slavskiy as a
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“5D theorist”. This is odd because Rolo’s ‘0-D’ version requires a
RubeGoldberg-esque set of plots-within-plots and plans-witin-
plans, all of which is also perfectly suppressed everwhere
except a few Russian civnat blogs. (I subscribe to Rolo’s
Substack for the ‘0D’ perspective; paid an annual sub when I
could’ve read 1 article and used yawnP – yank-all, new window,
Paste).

Putin is interested in history: he knows what happens when
fratricidal bloodbaths reduce the male working-age population –
as happened in the USSR in 1917-21 during its Civil War.

The loss of working age males in that bloodbath reduced per-
capita output in the USSR to levels in line with the UK and US in
1720.

Less than 25 years later, the USSR lost a third of its working-age
males in WWII.

Ukraine’s not quite at that level yet – but it’s getting close.
Fortunately the demographic bust is mostly due to outward
migration, not battle deaths; once the ‘good bits’ are safely re-
integrated into Russia some folks will come back.
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115. Zarathustra says:

@Haxo Angmark
Eat your heart out cock sucker.

 Shorter people live longer.
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116. May 17, 2023 at 11:05 pm GMT • 9.1 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Colin Wright
Colin Wright, Well Stated – also consider this abomination – we
can’t criticize the terrorists in our midst. I call this lawlessness!!

If more evidence of the slime that is at the heart of the American
political class is needed, I would cite another event which took
place in Jerusalem on April 27th as both shameful and a
disgrace.

And “no” I am not referring to the Israeli police and army
shooting dead more Palestinian teenagers on and around that
date before stealing their family homes and destroying their
livelihoods.

I am referring to Florida’s governor and presidential aspirant Ron
DeSantis’s groveling performance in bowing to Jewish power
and money during his own trip to Israel.

His abhorrent crawling before his masters culminated in his
signing a new state law that will inter alia exploit the “hate”
mechanism to criminalize nearly all criticism or even skepticism
regarding Israeli apartheid, of the co-called holocaust narrative,
or of the behavior of Jewish groups and individuals.

https://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/the-united-states-moves-its-capital-
to-jerusalem/

• Agree: Colin Wright
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117. Zarathustra says:
@Ulf Thorsen
US government is the best government Jews can buy at the
lowest price.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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118. Brewer says:
May 17, 2023 at 11:27 pm GMT • 8.7 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@John Johnson
John Johnson (or should I say Johanan ben-Johanan?)

 It seems you have a deficit in attention span. Maybe you got
excited by a headline (drawn from John Bolton’s (LOL) misquote
of Putin:

‘The breakup of the Soviet Union was the greatest geopolitical tragedy of the
20th century.’

Had you read a few more lines you would have read what Putin
actually said:

“Above all, we should acknowledge that the collapse of the Soviet Union was
a major geopolitical disaster of the century. As for the Russian nation, it
became a genuine drama. Tens of millions of our co-citizens and co-patriots
found themselves outside Russian territory. Moreover, the epidemic of
disintegration infected Russia itself.”

Had you read the article in full you would have found that even
your fellow Zionist Dina Spechler, an Indiana University
associate professor of political science who teaches Soviet and
Russian foreign policy did not agree with Bolton’s interpretation
and this:

Mr. Putin: Operative in the Kremlin, a 2013 book by Fiona Hill and Clifford
Gaddy of the Brookings Institution, addresses the “often misquoted line” about
the demise of the USSR:

“Most references to this line have suggested that Putin was bemoaning the
loss of the communist economic and political system,” the book reads, “but
Putin has since frequently underscored that he was talking about the collapse
of the Russian state itself.”
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119. Rich says:
May 17, 2023 at 11:32 pm GMT • 8.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@meamjojo
If the Chinese manufactured a coup in Mexico, then armed the
Mexicans and moved them towards Texas what would the US
do? And remember, Ukraine and Russia were the same country
up until 1991 and then allies until the coup in 2014. It’s a lot
more complicated than you are portraying it. Why couldn’t the
Ukrainians and EU just have gone along with the Minsk Accords
and avoided a war?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rich
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120. John1955 says:
May 17, 2023 at 11:32 pm GMT • 8.6 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Brosi
Some smart & educated Russians accurately predicted the
murderous implementation of Judaic Screenplay in Russia well
before 1917

“IT IS NEAR, AT THE DOOR”
 “CONCERNING SOMETHING PEOPLE DO NOT WISH TO

BELIEVE AND WHICH IS SO NEAR”
 “NEAR IS THE COMING OF ANTI-CHRIST AND THE

KINGDOM OF THE DEVIL ON EARTH”

https://archive.org/details/protocolsworldre01prot/page/n6/mode/
1up

The book was published in Boston by Small, Maynard &
Company, 1920 despite multiple threats.

Colonel Herbert Small mysteriously died 2 weeks after
publication. Small, Maynard & Co was driven into bankruptcy in
1927.

Author Sergey Nilus was repeatedly arrested in Bolshevik
Russia and died in prison of “heart attack” (wink, wink) in 1930.
Otherwise he would probably had written Second Volume
describing how Germany was destroyed by the Bolshevik
Golem.

Judaic Triumph in Russia was celebrated by destruction of
Cathedral of Christ the Saviour. Which took 40 years to build,
every Russian peasant managed to save a couple of kopeks, no
matter how hungry he was, and donate to this Noble Cause.
Demolition happened Dec 5, 1931, Hanukkah Day 1:

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathedral_of_Christ_the_Saviour

Meanwhile our Warrior Vlad:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=John1955
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Russia makes Holocaust denial illegal

https://www.jta.org/2014/05/05/global/russia-makes-holocaust-
denial-illegal

5 years in Supermax Florence Colorado (rendition will be
arranged courtesy of CIA) and/or $14,000 fine (adjusted for
inflation)

HEY, VLAD, WHO ARE YOU FIGHTING ?

• Replies: @Zachary Smith
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
121. Radicalcenter says:

The christ concept is nonsense as is antichrist. But those
bolsheviks were vicious and evil, to be sure, jews and non-Jews
alike.

122. meamjojo says:
May 18, 2023 at 12:05 am GMT • 8.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Brad Anbro

“Regarding your “LOL” to my post #97 – how many languages are YOU fluent
in? One, maybe?”

And number of languages I may be fluent in is somehow
relevant to your junk post, which attempts to imply that your
single, personal experience is somehow applicable to all of
Russia? That everyone else’s reporting on the current state of
Russia is somehow wrong because YOU have had a different
experience?

That is what got you a LOL.
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123. meamjojo says:
May 18, 2023 at 12:16 am GMT • 7.9 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ulf Thorsen
Fuck the mirror. Russia has lost any pretense at being a
superpower under Putin. My predictions:

– Putin will be deposed by his own people
 – Whomever is then in charge will withdraw all Russian forces to

behind ts pre-2014 Ukraine borders
 – Russian war criminals will be turned over to the World Court,

summarily prosecuted and appropriately executed
 – Russia loses its permanent seat on the Security Council in the

UN
 – Russia agrees to pay for all damages to Ukraine that it caused

with interest in order to have Western sanctions removed
 – Putin goes down in history as the man who destroyed Russia.

His pictures & statues are all removed inside Russia and
destroyed.

Possibly, there will be civil war in Russia and the country will
split-up into smaller countries, probably at least 4 separate ones.

• LOL: Ulf Thorsen
• Replies: @ariadna, @the Man Behind the Curtain,
@Been_there_done_that, @Zarathustra
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124. meamjojo says:
@Phibbs
Not probable.
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125. François says:
May 18, 2023 at 12:27 am GMT • 7.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
Two puppet Zionist dictatorship regimes:

 
 
Video Link

https://www.bitchute.com/video/nFi62XA5TN4i/p

 
 
Video Link

Let’s face it Putin admires Communism and the Jewish people
more than ethnic Russians. Zelensky wants a Second Israel and
hates Ukrainans. Ukrainian and Russian blood is being bled for
these tyrants.

Why pick a side when they’re both corrupt?

126. Wokechoke says:
@Brosi
There’s some truth to this.
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127. Wokechoke says:

@Rich
In certain respects it’s a civil war

• Agree: Rich
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128. Wokechoke says:
@Radicalcenter
Christ was a parody of kikery.
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129. Ghali says:

Thanks to the current war in Ukraine. It awaken Putin and
deleted his illusion of Russia part of a “European Family”. Let’s
hope his opinion of Jews and Neo-Nazi Israel has changed too.

• Agree: Derer
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

130. ariadna says:
May 18, 2023 at 12:52 am GMT • 7.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Brad Anbro
A sincere and thoughtful post to which “LOL” is an idiotic
reaction.

 I am not surprised the WEF took an interest in Putin early on
hoping, as the Kodorkovsky mishpocha did (to their bitter later
disappointment) that he could serve them as Yeltsyn did. He tok
their measure and went his own way, which made him their bête
noir. He has his own, entirely different “great reset” planned,
which rules out plundering other countries while destroying his
own nation, its culture and traditions.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
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131. ariadna says:
May 18, 2023 at 12:58 am GMT • 7.2 hours ago   ↑
@François
In your play acting when you pretend to be on the side of
‘nations” does it hurt to pretend to despise “zionists” and “jewish
people”? Does it hurt less when you say “Jewish people” instead
of “Jews” ?

 Just curious.

• Replies: @François
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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132. ariadna says:

May 18, 2023 at 1:02 am GMT • 7.1 hours ago   ↑
@meamjojo
Something interrupted your wet dream because you did not get
to the part about the restoration of Khazaria
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133. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

May 18, 2023 at 1:04 am GMT • 7.1 hours ago   ↑
@meamjojo

Russia has lost any pretense at being a superpower under Putin

Call me crazy but I think that might have happened under
Gorbachev; definitely under Yeltsin.

Hot off the presses! Last millennium’s headline… TODAY!

• Replies: @meamjojo
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134. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 18, 2023 at 1:08 am GMT • 7.0 hours ago   ↑
@ariadna

WEF took an interest

It’s like the French Revolution where the “in” crowd just kept
getting wealthier, less numerous, and less physically capable of
defending themselves in a fight.
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135. Ulf Thorsen says:

May 18, 2023 at 1:08 am GMT • 7.0 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@François
Again, I ask the same question. If this is true, then why should
the West support a war in Ukraine? Should we support a war
against the US to take down their leader as well? The US and
NATO have created far more complications in terms of the
national security of all parties involved than before. Playing
games(with Minsk) and the idiotic sanctions regime that has
become like a “Crazy Ivan’ torpedo that has swung around and
detonated on their own heads. Maybe interested parties want all
involved destroyed(?) I wouldn’t know that for sure and neither
would you. My country, the US should have refrained from doing
what we’ve done to bring this situation about. Just look at these
imbeciles like Olaf Scholz. That piece of human excrement
doesn’t even stand up for his own nation and people. He’s a
complete loser as a man like most of the leaders in the West.
Nothing but a bunch of pasty, limp-wristed, perversity supporting
lamebrains. But they think they’re clever and in their empty
heads, that’s all that counts.

• Replies: @François
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136. Zachary Smith says:
May 18, 2023 at 1:27 am GMT • 6.7 hours ago • 500 Words   ↑
@John1955

Russia makes Holocaust denial illegal

My searches suggest this is narrowly true. There is a Wiki on the
law Putin signed in 2014:

Law Against Rehabilitation of Nazism
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_Against_Rehabilitation_of_Naz

ism

The law introduced Article 354.1 to the Criminal Code of the Russian
Federation, making it a criminal offense “to deny facts recognized by the
international military tribunal that judged and punished the major war
criminals of the European Axis countries [this refers to the Nuremberg
trials], to approve of the crimes this tribunal judged, and to spread
intentionally false information about the Soviet Union’s activities during World
War II” as well as “the spreading of information on military and memorial
commemorative dates related to Russia’s defense that is clearly disrespectful
of society, and to publicly desecrate symbols of Russia’s military glory”.[2]

Problem is, the Nuremberg trials wiki doesn’t seem to have
made a judgement about the numbers of dead Concentration
Camp humans. So denying the Camp murders happened would
– I think – be illegal, but debates about whether the death counts
were 3 million or 9 million probably would be allowed.

Shortly after its passage, the law was used to convict Russian blogger
Vladimir Luzgin, who compared the September 1939 German invasion of
Poland to the Soviet invasion of Poland and referred to the Molotov-
Ribbentrop Pact, writing on Russian social media platform VKontakte that
“communism and Nazism closely collaborated”. Prosecutors accused him of
knowingly posting material that may worsen people’s view of the Soviet
Union, and the court agreed, stating that he had falsified history by stating
“that the communists and Germany jointly attacked Poland, unleashing World
War Two, or in other words, that Communism and Nazism co-operated
honestly”.[4][7] Luzgin was fined 200 thousand rubles (roughly equivalent to
US$6,000 in 2021) for “circulation of false information about the activities of
the USSR during the years of World War II”, though, as was noted by human
rights expert Jacob Mchangama, this claim was “essentially, factually correct”.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Zachary+Smith
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Obviously the USSR was as guilty as Germany in their shared
invasion of Poland, but that bit of reality can’t be spoken out loud
in modern Russia.

In April 2015, Russian journalist Polina Petruseva was fined 1,000 rubles
(US$18) for posting on the social media platform VKontakte a historical
picture showing German Nazi troops in Russia, a picture otherwise available
from, among others, Wikipedia.

That’s the equivalent of what DeSantis is doing in Florida. Call it
the “chickenshit factor” – Russia has its share of idiots with a bit
of power – just like everywhere else.

One final note: Mr. Unz probably ought to keep any possible visit
to Russia on the backburner, for his advocating that Soviet
Armies were on the verge of attacking the peace loving
Germans would NOT be appreciated. Quite possibly the
Russians might make a big deal out of arresting him and fining
him tens of thousands of dollars – especially if they happened to
need a counter to something stupid the US was doing.

• Replies: @John1955
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137. Robert Lindsay says: • Website
May 18, 2023 at 1:31 am GMT • 6.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@François
Putin has said:

I’ve always liked the ideas of Marxism, of socialism and communism.

I suppose he’s talking in terms of economics and Marxism in a
social justice sense. I’m not sure Putin cares a lot about
economics, capitalism, or socialism or communism or any of that
jazz. He’s more into nationalism. His concern is with the nation
itself, not whatever economic system it has going on.

A factory was on strike for a long time. Putin went out to the firm
and sat down with the workers and the management and heard
them both out. Putin then ordered the firm to rehire all of the
workers and give them an X amount wage hike.

No anti-Communist would ever do such a thing. Anti-
Communists are all economic rightists, 100% for the bosses, the
owners, and the rich and dead set against the workers.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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138. François says:

May 18, 2023 at 1:32 am GMT • 6.6 hours ago   ↑
@ariadna
Jews are Jews. Zionists are supporters of Jews. There’s not a
whole lot of anti-Zionist Jews out there, so sometimes I do refer
to Jews as Zionists. The majority of world Jewry only cares
about the state of Israel. Zelensky and Putin are both allies to
the terror state.
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139. François says:
May 18, 2023 at 1:35 am GMT • 6.6 hours ago   ↑
@Ulf Thorsen
The Zionist West wants to fulfill Zelensky’s goal of a second
Israel.
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140. Ulf Thorsen says:

May 18, 2023 at 1:43 am GMT • 6.5 hours ago   ↑
Who knows, maybe so –

 
 
Video Link
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141. Derer says:
May 18, 2023 at 1:52 am GMT • 6.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Haxo Angmark
“(Putin’s) Ukraine War debacle”…what debacle you illiterate fool.
It was never intention of Putin to occupy the whole Ukraine but
to liberate the ethnic Russians from killings at the hands of
UkiNazi Kiev regime. How can Ukraine win anything when
millions are leaving and NATO equipment regularly disappears.
That is why Kiev clown is asking for more.
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142. Been_there_done_that says:
May 18, 2023 at 2:02 am GMT • 6.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@meamjojo

“…the country will split-up into smaller countries…”

This situation would inevitably emerge and consolidate due to
the following factors:

• Resentment concerning high numbers of forced conscripts
from non-Russian regions.

 • Unwillingness to share high burden of war reparations through
additional sacrifices.

 • Weakened Russia military unable or unwilling to suppress
dissent and independence.

 • Understanding that the constellation of factors is an opportune
moment to break free.

 • International encouragement and support, including through
diplomacy and media.

• Thanks: meamjojo
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143. Anon[358] • Disclaimer says:
May 18, 2023 at 2:08 am GMT • 6.0 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
Let’s be realistic. Germs have been the greatest scare for all
Europeans for centuries. What’s a solutuion to have lasting
peace over there. People are very concern. So far those
barbarians have been hold on short leash by Amercans but they
still dream to get “their” land back. The Drang Nacht Often is still
alive. Luckily there’s war and hopefully it will end, as Medvedev
predicts, in victory parade in Berlin.

 You Anglos are germanophils and take their side, which is
undesternable but We are not and have had to live with those
criminals for so long. It’s about time to make final solution to that

 proble. Ehrenburg’s call is valid as it was befor.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

144. Derer says:
May 18, 2023 at 2:08 am GMT • 6.0 hours ago   ↑
@François
If Putin admire Communism, it means he admire his political
opposition. It appears you still do not know what Putin is fighting
in Ukraine. Some people have learning disability.
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145. John1955 says:
May 18, 2023 at 2:28 am GMT • 5.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
Max Erwin von Scheubner-Richter

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Erwin_von_Scheubner-
Richter

He was Russian Nobleman (Baltic German) who barely escaped
from Triumphant JUDEA and described to Adolf Hitler in gory
details what JUDEA was doing in conquered Russia.

At first Adolf Hitler found it hard to believe in such Rabid
Homicidal Talmudic Savagery. Then many others confirmed von
Scheubner-Richter’s statements as 100% true.
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146. meamjojo says:
May 18, 2023 at 2:56 am GMT • 5.2 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Rich

If the Chinese manufactured a coup in Mexico, then armed the Mexicans and
moved them towards Texas what would the US do? And remember, Ukraine
and Russia were the same country up until 1991 and then allies until the coup
in 2014. It’s a lot more complicated than you are portraying it. Why couldn’t
the Ukrainians and EU just have gone along with the Minsk Accords and
avoided a war?

Can’t believe people keep putting forth this dumb hypothetical.

You might also wonder what China might do if we, in
cooperation with Taiwan, made it the 51st state? Or decided to
wipe out NK, give what remains to SK and put some military
bases on China’s border there. Or where the aliens are?

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is purely a function of the demons
in Putin’s head. He is fully responsible. Again, NATO/Ukraine
were never going to invade Russia. Coming back at you, WHY
did Putin not stay in his own country and mind his own
business? Putin thought he had gotten away with annexing
Crimea back in 2014, so why not make a statement of
[supposed] power and take over all of Ukraine and impose a
puppet government? Unfortunately for Putin, the West decided
this time would be different under the leadership of Joe Biden.
Had Trump still been President, Putin would have gotten the
pass he was hoping for.

There is nothing further to argue. It’s no more complicated than
that.
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147. Zarathustra says:
May 18, 2023 at 3:02 am GMT • 5.1 hours ago   ↑
@meamjojo
Stronger is the desire, more detrimental is the unfulfilled wish.
So in your case it may result in break

 of mental stability lasting to the rest of your life.
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148. ariadna says:

May 18, 2023 at 3:09 am GMT • 5.0 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Brad Anbro
Probably two: English (still has to get the hang of “whoever” vs
“whomever”) and what the Jews call “the German from home,”
i.e., Yiddish (if not fluently, well enough to curse and to shop on
W 47St in NYC and not buy at “goy prices”).

 Incidentally, several years ago I was bargaining with a jewish
woman (whom I knew frrom high school) who owned a clothing
store in Lower Manhattan and as the ultimate argument she said
to me “Come on, I cannot give it to you for less. It is less than I
usually charge the Goyim.”
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149. meamjojo says:
May 18, 2023 at 3:17 am GMT • 4.9 hours ago • 500 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain
There was no official ruling on the loss of Russian status as a
world power that I am aware of. Certainly Putin has refused to
accept that Russia has been a has-been power since the
1980’s, at least, and Putin had a strong interest in not only
restoring his hallucination of Russian world power along with the
lost Soviet Union territory.

Putin’s folly of a war against Ukraine has resulted in significant
loss of Russian treasure, men, economic potential, world trust,
brain power and much more that will hobble the county in all
aspects for decades, at least, assuming that the country does
not wind up getting broken up or torn apart by civil war.

I call your attention to:
 ———

 Putin’s failing Ukraine invasion proves Russia is no
superpower

 By Taras Kuzio
 21 Nov 2023

For centuries, Russia has seen itself as one of the world’s great
powers. This superpower status was somewhat sullied by the
humiliations of the 1991 Soviet collapse, but post-Soviet Russia
has worked hard under Vladimir Putin to reclaim its position
among the leading nations on the global stage. During the first
two decades of his reign, Putin won plaudits for rebuilding
Russia’s military and economic might, and was credited with
returning the country to the top table of international affairs.
However, his disastrous invasion of Ukraine has now done much
to reverse this progress by exposing the deep dysfunction and
hollow boasts that lie behind the facade of Russia’s superpower
pretensions.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=meamjojo
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Russia’s weakness has not come as a total surprise. Ever since
the fall of the USSR, Western commentators have noted the
debilitating impact of corruption at every level of the modern
Russian state. In recent decades, some have branded the Putin
regime a “mafia state,” where the boundaries between the
authorities and organized crime are blurred.

Corruption has flourished under Putin amid a climate of
stagnation inherited from the late Soviet era. Unlike Ukraine,
post-Soviet Russia has never undergone de-communization or
acknowledged the need to reject the Soviet legacy. Instead,
Putin has rehabilitated the Soviet era and placed the Red Army’s
role in the defeat of Nazi Germany at the heart of his vision for a
modern Russian national identity. Efforts to honor the memory of
Stalin’s victims have been silenced and attempts to
acknowledge the crimes of the USSR drowned out by a victory
cult that has elevated the Soviet World War II experience to the
level of religious cult and re-established Josef Stalin as a
national hero. In 2020, Putin condemned Russians to a further
sixteen years of stagnation when he staged a referendum on
constitutional reforms that made it possible to extend his reign
until 2036.

 …
 https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/ukrainealert/putins-failing-

ukraine-invasion-proves-russia-is-no-superpower/
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150. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 18, 2023 at 3:59 am GMT • 4.2 hours ago   ↑
@Rich

then armed the Mexicans and moved them towards Texas what would the US
do?

Let them right in, apparently
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151. John Johnson says:
May 18, 2023 at 4:17 am GMT • 3.9 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Rich
If the Chinese manufactured a coup in Mexico, then armed the
Mexicans and moved them towards Texas what would the US
do?

How was a coup manufactured?

The pro-Russian Ukrainian president Vikto Yanukovych was
caught taking over 100 million in bribes. His own party
disavowed him and his mansion is now a public museum of
corruption:

 https://www.bbc.com/culture/article/20140224-through-the-
despots-keyhole

Keep in mind that he officially only had a moderate government
salary.

Removing a corrupt president is not a coup. It’s part of the
democratic process.

If Biden is removed over Hunter’s corruption schemes are you
going to call that a coup?

Why couldn’t the Ukrainians and EU just have gone along with
the Minsk Accords and avoided a war?

Why couldn’t the Russian separatists accept that the majority
didn’t want a corrupt president that NO ONE denies was taking
cash from Russia?

Putin did not start the war on the basis of Donbas or Minsk. He
said it was about NATO and then only later changed the
explanation to Donbas after failing to take Kiev. He now claims it
is about protecting civilization while he launches missiles and
drones at civilian areas.
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He tried playing conqueror like many Tsars before him. He is a
loser Tsar just like Nicholas II. It was Nicholas that
underestimated the Japanese, then the Germans and worst of
all the Communists. Putin is following his path by
underestimating the Ukrainians. Another Tsar who didn’t do his
homework and assumes numbers alone will win.
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